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Michigan Law: 
1 50 Years of 
Educating and 
Training the· 
Complete Lawyer 

M llll({,\-.; I\\\ I \{Lil) \Ill llll lll'>I 01 1111 11 '>1. As you look through thes pages, you will see some of their 
accomplishments: They serve as senior advisers to policymakers and 
governments around the world, they argue cases in courts of cve1y level, 
3 
and 1hey produce superb re carch that addresses society' grcate t problems. 
Our faculty take their teaching just as seriously as they tak their 
scholarship. They are dedicated to using their research and experience to 
help create a curriculum tha1 will challenge and transform you. i\1ichigan 
Law's rich curriculum features foundational course that evolve with the 
needs of the profession, a wide 'Hray of upper-level courses that explore 
complex issues in-depth 1hrough diverse approaches, and experiential 
opportunities that emphasi1.e writing, client interac1ion, and other 
lawyering competencies. Our curriculum develop the practical skills 
that are necessary Lo enter the profession and foster· 1h1: habit of mind 
that are an essential part of the foundation for the broad range of 
professional opportunilies that i\1 ichigan Law gradual es enjoy 
One of the Law School's greatest strengths-its culture-cannot be aptured 
easily in these pages. The people of' i\lichigan Law enjoy their experience 
here, and enthusiasm and excitement pervade the Law Quad. '0/e are 
invigorated by the work that \\'e collectively do and by the environment 
that we create together. We s e each other-faculty and tudents alike-
as partners in a quest for deeper understanding of the law and the worlds 
in which it functions. The result is the development of relationships that 
are an important element in tudent learning. 
The people of the Michigan Law community express what has com to 
define this special place for m : an expectation of significant, rigorous 
work in a truly collegial atmosphere. We challenge each other to excel. 
lichigan Law, ou will be pushed: pushed to explore complex i ue deeply, 
to reexamine beliefs that you once thought unassailabl , to nurture a ense 
of ethical responsibility. But this process will occur within a supportive 
community, which makes all the difference. 
Michigan Law has given all of us in these pages the opportunity to thrive. 
It is a place where you can thrive, too. 
Welcome to Michigan. 
Mark D. West 
Dean 
Nippon Life Professor of Law 
From development of 
its first curriculum in 
1859-60, Michigan 
Law's aim has been 
to provide a legal 
education that is 
both theoretical 
and pragmatic. 
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F or many applicants, the precise nature of a law school education is a mystery. at once exciting and daunting. Chilling rumors about the Socratic 
method are passed around on line applicant forums like ghost stories around 
a campfire. Browser histories reveal at least one trip to \Mkipedia in search 
of an answer to the inevitable question of what exactly a ''tort'' is. But there 
are even more pressing, genuine concerns on many minds. \!\'hat ought a 
legal education look like? What should l seek to get out of one? What type 
of program will help me achieve my goals? If every one of these law schools 
has top programs that promise to teach me to ''think like a lawyer," what 
distinguishes one from the other? 
Interdisciplinary. Interactive. Practical. International. 
This is a Michigan Law education. 
These same questions have raged in legal academia for the more than l 50 
years of Michigan Law's existence. That period has witnessed legal education's 
controversial shifts from clerk-apprenticeships to lectures and textbooks, to the 
case-study method that dominates doctrinal coursework today, to three-year 
graduate degrees and, more recently, to the blossoming of clinical programs, 
practicums, and other hands-on learning experiences. Throughout this time, 
Michigan Law's answer has remained remarkably consistent and uniquely 
balanced in its values, focus, and pedagogical objectives, even as it transforms 
itself in answer to the evolving demands of the legal profession. 
From development of its first curriculum in 1859-60, fVlichigan Law's aim 
has been to provide a legal education that is both theoretical and pragmatic. 
Such an education imbues students with substantive knowledge of the histmy, 
structures, and principles of the law, as well as its conceptual and practical 
applications, while also providing the tools for technical proficiency and the 
development of exceptional professional judgment. Michigan Law pioneered 
the idea of interdisciplinarity-that theoretical and practical grasps of the 
law are both best achieved by melding perspectives from several disciplines 
(in 1896, the Law School offered a course in Neurology, Electrology, and 
Railway I njuries)-and was one of the first law schools to recognize and 
develop the pedagogical requirements of an increasingly global profession. 
Here, we will describe in detail what we believe sets Michigan Law apart. 
Our pedagogical objectives are to offer excellent instruction across a broad 
range of legal disciplines, to provide you with the theoretical and practical 
tools you need to become effective and successful legal professionals, and to 
foster the perspectives and experiences that will guide you toward a full and 
rewarding life in the law. But perhaps most emblematic of Michigan Law is its 
intimate and collaborative community of students, scholars, and practitioners. 
Michigan Law is more than just a legal education. The foundation, experience, 
and connections you develop here will serve you wherever your life takes you. 
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Law school-in particular the first year-has a dismal reputation for 
gloomy intensity. And yet l\lichigan Law students and alumni, well 
known to enthuse about their Lime in school. frequently focu� on their 
l L year as a key element in their positive experience. This is neither 
a coincidence nor C\'idence of the Admissions Office tampering \-\ith 
the Ann Arbor water supply. It is, however, indicati\'C of l\ lichigan 
Law's approach to the law school experience , including the design 
of its curriculum. 
As a 1 L at i\Iichigan, you "'ill explore legal doctrines with world-class 
scholars and practitioners. you \1·ill have the opportunity and flexibility 
I 
to explore your own academic interests, and you will develop your writing. 
a<l\'Ocacy. and persuasion skills in one of the most comprehensive Legal 
Practice programs among top law schools. The flrst year at Michigan 
"viii provide you with the foundation and skills to thrive both in law 
school and beyond. all while laying the groundwork for close and 
lasting connections with your classmates and professors. 
12 1 L Experience 
Co re Doctri n al Courses 
The first-year curriculum includes five required doctrinal courses: 
Civil Procedure. Constitutional Law, Contracts, Criminal Law, and 
Torts. Fall starters also will be required to take one elective in their 
second term (with the option of taking a second elective), from a 
list of about 20 eligible courses (including a significant number 
of seminars and a clinic). Because summer starters complete the 
first-year required curriculum by their second term, they will take 
entirely electives by their third term, choosing from the full range 
of curricular offerings. Our small core of required courses offers 
students the flexibility to pursue an area of law that interests them 
early on and reflects Michigan Law's distinctive willingness and 
ability to reevaluate its curriculum in order to ensure our pedagogy 
is appropriate to changes and developments in our legal system. 
Students are assigned to sections of about one-quarter of the entering 
class as a whole-roughly 75 students. Either three or four of the 
required IL courses are taken with that group, and the remaining 
one or two courses arc taught to half of the section. The study of these 
traditional subjects develops a common vocabulary and approach 
to problems that you will share with both your classmates and your 
future colleagues, as a formative experience highly valued by those 
lawyers who become most passionate about their chosen profession. 
At Michigan. you will be taught by scholars who arc leaders in their 
fields. Your professor in any given first-year course will likely have 
written the textbook, published major law review articles or treatises 
on the subject, or argued relevant cases before the U.S. Supreme 
Court. In fact, virtually all first-year class sections are taught by 
'lichigan's full-time faculty-not by visitors or local attorneys 
working as adjuncts. but by the professors who have made a 
long-term commitment to the Law School, and to its students. 
Lega l Practice Program 
Simply put, great lav.ryers are great writers. The Legal Practice Program"s 
status as a critical component of the First-year curriculum reflects 
Michigan' commitment to making great Ja,�ryers. By limiting class size 
to fewer than 20 stuuents, the program provides you with individualized 
and interactive instruction in legal research and analysis, writing, oral 
advocacy, negotiations, and drafting. The training is led exclusively by 
full-time clinical professors with an average of nine years of experience 
as a Ja,�er, rather than by the local practitioners or recent graduates 
so common at other schools. 
The fir t term of the program involves a series of research and writing 
assignments focusing on objective analysis of legal questions. By the end 
of the term, you will know how to approach and research an unfamiliar 
legal question with confidence, as well as how to present your analysis 
effectively in a legal memorandum (with proper citation forml). The 
second term shifts the focus from counseling to advocacy. You will draft 
briefs for pre-trial and trial motions and present oral arguments to a judge 
or panel of judges. In addition, you will take part in exercises training 
you in contract drafting and negotiations. Throughout both terms, 
your professor will meet with you one-on-one to offer you meaningful, 
ongoing, consistent feedback on your work. By the end of your first year 
at Michigan, you will be fully prepared to succeed in your summer job . 
Legal Practice Faculty 
Edward R. Becker. Acting Director 
Howard Bromberg 
Margaret A. Cernak 
Paul H. Falon 
Margaret C. Hannon 
Michael D. Murray 
Mark K. Osbeck 
Timothy Pinto 
Nancy E. Vettorello 
Beth H. Wilensky 
1 3  
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1s Upper-Level Coursework: 
Expe ri e nti a l  Le a rn i ng 
It may strike you as odd that we emphasize practical skills education as one of our core values 
and strengths. Perhaps you presume that of course law s hool is where you go to learn how 
to be a la1vyer. But historically, the answer to "\Vhat will I learn in law school?" has been just 
"how to think like a lawyer"; the actual craft will be picked up on the job later. 
\Ve'll certainly teach you how to think like a lawyer-and we will excel at doing so-but since 
its inception Michigan Law has been committed to providing practical as well as scholarly 
training. The 1860 course catalog explained that "the effort here will be to make, not theoretical 
merely. but practical lawyers; not to teach principles merely, but how to apply them[.]" Today, 
that effort begins with one of the nation's most comprehensive IL legal writing programs, taught 
by full-time clinical faculty. But the effort does not end there. Second- and third-year students 
may pick from an extensive suite of clinical programs, practice simulations, pro bono offerings, 
upper-level writing courses, externships, and internships. This allows our aspiring lawyers to 
undergo their initial practical training in a learning environment, surrounded by supportive 
faculty and mentors, rather than having to ensure what the first clean of the law school, 
Michigan Supreme Court Justice James Campbell, termed the "mortifying mistakes and 
painful eJqJosures" that come with exclusively on-the-ground learning. 
It is more vital than ever for a law school graduate to possess practical, real-world experience. 
In the current legal market, resource-conscious employers are increasingly looking to hire 
lawyers 1�·ith experience instead of providing training themselves. No less important is the 
insight such experience offers to law students who still may be discovering what they are 
looking for in a legal career. Recognizing this need, Michigan Law has deliberately and 
dramatically increased its experiential, skills-based offerings. In the last few years, the capacity 
of the Law School's clinics has grown by more than 50 percent; the number of clinics has 
climbed to 18, and they have expanded in scope from exclusively local public-interest litigation 
to include international cross-border transactional work and business law for startup companies. 
Meanwhile, the course catalog is brimming with simulation courses designed to help student 
understand what it means to be a lawyer in a variety of contexts, from appellate litigation to 
entrepreneurship. But those are only the opportunities available within the Quad; Michigan 
Law also offers unparalleled exlernship opportunities around the globe . 
Clinical Program 
Michigan Law's clinical program. one of the largest and 
most comprehensive in the nation. allows students to provide 
direct representation to real clients under the supervision 
of experienced, ful l-time faculty. Michigan is one of only a 
handful of states with court rules permitting law students 
to begin representing clients in court after the completion of 
their first year of law school (and the Unemployment Insurance 
Clinic affords the opportunity for second-semester. first-year 
students to represent clients in administrative hearings). We 
guarantee the opportunity to take a clinic to every student at 
least once. and with 18 clinics at your disposal. you will have 
an array of opportunities for honing your skills and serving 
the community, from representing children and families. 
the wrongly convicted. and victims of human trafficking, 
to counseling small businesses. nonprofit agencies. and 
organizations involved in cross-border transactions. 
Situated in the center of a world-class university 
with many top programs. the Law School has partnered 
with other departments to provide the best interdisc ipl inary 
resources to clinic students and clients. For example. a 
law student who is dually enrolled in the School of Natural 
Resources and Environment (SNRE) can use the credit she 
earns in the Environmental Law Clinic toward her SNRE 
master's degree. The Entrepreneurship Clinic connects with 
the University's engineering program to advise on student 
business ventures. The Pediatric Advocacy Clinic is the first 
of its kind in the nation where law students partner with 
medical students and health care centers to assist low­
income famil ies grappling with chronic illness. 
The clinics l ikewise reflect our global perspective. 
providing students with experience in international policy 
and cross-border transactions. Representing clients in 
Tajikistan. Russia, and Europe. our International Transactions 
Clinic trains students to draft cross-border loan agreements 
and develop microfinance contracts. In the Human Trafficking 
Clinic, students collaborate with lawmakers and international 
human rights organizations to combat modern-day slavery. 
Our Transactional Lab & Clinic is an innovative program 
that functions as a hybrid of a clinic and an externship. Lab 
students work with in-house counsel at a number of prominent 
corporations-PepsiCo. NPR. Con-way, and more-and small 
organizations within the local community to provide support 
for deals. typically on projects that involve complex drafting, 
as well as on longer-term projects. Fundamentally an engine 
for creative collaboration. the Transactional Lab & Clinic also 
works with practitioners to host pract ical educational forums in 
our Deal Talks series. Through the Transactional Lab & Clinic, 
students are better prepared to enter the profession with the 
knowledge and deal skills that come only from experience. 
Clinics 
Child Advocacy Law Cl inic 
Child Welfare Appel late Clinic 
Civil Mediation Cl inic 
Civi l-Criminal Litigation Cl inic 
Community and Economic Development C l inic 
Criminal Appel late Practice C l inic 
Entrepreneurship Cl inic 
Environmental Law C l inic 
Federal Appel late Litigation Cl inic 
Human Trafficking C l inic 
International Transactions Cl inic 
Juvenile Justice Cl inic 
Low Income Taxpayer Cl inic 
Michigan Innocence Cl inic 
Pediatric Advocacy Cl inic 
Transactional Lab & Cl inic 
Unemployment Insurance Cl inic 
Veterans Legal Cl inic 
Practice Simulations and 
Upper-Level Writing Courses 
Michigan Law offers a wide selection of practice simulations 
and upper-level writing courses that combine theoretical. 
doctrinal, and experiential learning. By working through 
the stages of both mock and actual cases. students acquire 
extensive practical dratting experience and develop specialized 
expertise in a particular area of law. And that hands-on 
experience enables them to better appreciate and think about 
the theoretical underpinnings and doctrinal nuances of the law. 
A typical term otters about 15 practice simulation courses 
with varied formats and topics. The wealth of opportunities 
covers a broad range at topics. including corporate criminality, 
tax planning for business. real estate entrepreneurship, joint 
ventures. alternative dispute resolution. and antitrust advocacy. 
For example. in Advanced Appellate Advocacy, students 
intensively examine the practical and theoretical aspects of 
appellate practice-record development. doctrinal analysis, 
litigation theory creation, brief writing, amicus strategies. 
and oral advocacy-through the examination of an actual case. 
Other courses explore the different issues and tasks arising in a 
more subject-driven practice area. such as Advanced IP Practice: 
Students tackle real-life cases raising contemporary issues 
such as social networking, game platforms and development. 
entrepreneurship, licensing, user-generated content. and website 
terms of use. and explore how these issues are intertwined 
with trademark, copyright, right of publicity, r ight of privacy, 
and trade-secret principles. Assignments include preparing and 
filing applications to register copyrights and trademarks. drafting 
plagiarism policies, advising startup companies on intellectual 
property strategy, and structuring license agreements. 
Externships & Internships 
Michigan's externship program is designed to provide 
students with immersive, real-world legal experience 
and advanced research opportunities beyond what 
is available in classrooms and clinics. Externs can 
spend a semester working full-time with a nonprofit 
or governmental organization under the guidance of a 
faculty sponsor and an attorney supervisor. This work is 
supplemented by an in-depth report on the externship 
experience, as well as a seminar-style independent 
research paper on a related topic. Students may also 
choose to do a part-time externship with legal employers 
in the Detroit or Ann Arbor metro areas. 
Because you design your own program (with the 
assistance of our Externship Director), externships 
uniquely and directly benefit your personal educational 
and professional goals. Recent externship placements 
have been all over the map in terms of both geography 
and content: the Habeas Corpus Research Center and 
Asian Pacific Islander Legal Outreach, both in San 
Francisco; the United Nations Office of Legal Affairs in 
New York City; the U S Department of Justice Antitrust 
Division in Washington, D C ; the Financial Action Task 
Force and the International Court of Arbitration, both in 
Paris; and the Human Rights Law Network in New Delhi. 
Recent part-time externships have included the ACLU 
Juvenile Life Without Parole Project, the U.S. Attorney's 
Office, Equality Michigan, the Executive Office of 
Immigration Review, and the Michigan Solicitor 
General's Office. 
The next page highlights the formal programs the 
Law School has established as opportunities separate 
and apart from individually arranged externships. 
Geneva Externship Program 
Since 2008, Michigan Law has offered winter-term 
externships in Geneva with United Nations agencies and 
leading nongovernmental organizations that operate on the 
world stage. This prestigious program offers an unparalleled 
opportunity to explore how international legal regimes intersect 
with such diverse fields as the environment. health. human 
rights. intellectual property, labor. telecommunications. and 
trade. Externs participate in a contemporaneous seminar that 
provides substantive context for their externships by focusing 
on the roles and practices of international organizations and 
NGOs and the place of law in their work. 
India Externship Program 
In Winter 2015. Michigan Law began piloting an externship 
partnering with the Alternative Law Forum (ALF) in Bangalore. 
India. Integrating alternative lawyering with critical research. 
alternative dispute resolution. pedagogic interventions. and 
more generally maintaining sustained legal interventions in 
key social issues. ALF engages with cutting-edge developments 
in intellectual property. gender and sexuality. media and culture. 
labor. environmental. and land rights law. 
South Africa Externship Program 
For two decades, up to a dozen students each year have 
participated in the Law School's South Africa Externship 
Program. It is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity not only to 
experience the diverse culture of South Africa. but also to 
explore a new and unique legal system and to participate 
in its continued development. The program places students 
with governmental and nongovernmental organizations all 
over South Africa; placements have included the Legal 
Resource Centres. Human Rights Commissions. and 
Commissions for Gender Equality in Capetown. Durban. 
Grahamstown. and Johannesburg; the Department of 
Water Affairs and Forestry in Pretoria; and various law 
school clinics throughout South Africa. 
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AIRE Centre Externships and Internships 
Established in 1993 and located in London. the AIRE (Advice 
on Individual Rights in Europe) Centre provides students with 
a valuable opportunity to gain experience litigating before the 
European Court of Human Rights and the Court of Justice of the 
European Union. The Centre focuses on all aspects of individual 
rights in Europe. particularly immigration and asylum law and 
related social-assistance issues. law. trafficking and domestic 
violence. and children's rights. The Centre hosts U.S. interns 
exclusively from Michigan. Georgetown. and Columbia law 
schools. as well as from across Europe. Externships for credit 
are available in the fall and winter terms. and noncredit 
internships are available in the summer. 
Cambodia Summer Internship 
Michigan Law's Program for Cambodian Law and Development 
provides an academic forum for the interdisciplinary study 
of Cambodian legal institutions and the role of law in the 
development process. The program's Pro Bono Cambodia Project 
provides supervised research assistance to groups working in 
Cambodia, including offering summer internships in Cambodia. 
In the last few years. students have worked with the UN Human 
Rights Center in Phnom Penh. Legal Aid of Cambodia. Cambodian 
Defenders Project. Cambodian Association for Human Rights. 
Cambodian Women's Crisis Center. and the Ministry of Commerce. 
Refugee and Asylum Law Summer Internship 
Established in 1998 by Prof. James C. Hathaway. the Program in 
Refugee and Asylum Law offers the world's most comprehensive 
curriculum in this field. It provides for in-depth study of international 
and comparative refugee law. and for direct engagement with the 
process of international refugee law reform. The curriculum includes 
classes. a series of advanced seminars. an advanced refugee 
advocacy workshop. and a biennial Colloquium on Challenges in 
International Refugee Law. which brings leading scholars to the 
Law School to collaborate with student researchers. Top students 
r 
in the program are awarded a Michigan Fellowship in Refugee 
and Asylum Law. which provides funding for a summer internship 
at one of the program's partner institutions (Human Rights Watch 
and U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services. both in Washington. 
D.C.; Asylum Access. Quito. Ecuador; Refugee Law Office. Toronto. 
Ontario. Canada; and UN High Commissioner for Refugees. Kuala 
Lumpur. Malaysia). 
--. 
22 Upper-Level Cou!seworl< 
I nte rd isc i pl i n a r ity 
You may have noticed by now that "interdisciplinary'" is a frequent mantra at Michigan Law. 
This is a reflection not only of the resources that come with being at the center of one of the 
nation's preeminent public research institutions, but also, of course, of the importance we 
place on this value. While many schools have come to recognize the benefits of interdisciplinary 
training, Michigan Law is the movement's historic leader and current standard-bearer. The 
expertise of the Law School faculty covers an extraordinary range of subjects, including classics, 
economics, feminist theory, history, life sciences. natural resources, philosophy, political 
theory, and public policy. But Michigan's interdisciplinary opportunities extend far beyond the 
Law School faculty. The unparalleled strength of the other departments at the University of 
Michigan-boasting one of higher education's most dynamic intellectual, social, and cultural 
environments, with 100 top-ranked graduate programs in fields spanning the social sciences, 
the humanities, engineering, business, medicine, education, information, natural resources, 
public health, public policy, and social work-makes true interclisciplinarity easy to achieve. 
The interdisciplinary approach carries the conviction that the capacity to connect the work 
of one intellectual field to another has both intrinsic academic merit and pragmatic value. 
Whether our graduates pursue traditional legal practice or academia, or apply their legal training 
to another field , they benefit from having been trained to approach problems from multiple 
perspectives and to devise solutions that draw upon the contributions of many disciplines. 
Often, this is intuitive: A corporate lawyer who is wholly unfamiliar with business training; 
an environmental lavvyer with no foundation in natural resources; a family Jaw practitioner 
uncomfortable with counseling techniques; a government adviser without data-centered policy 
expertise-all are lawyers who are not able to navigate as effectively as are lawyers who have 
received the training available at Michigan. But even studies that appear idiosyncratic and 
unrelated to the law can result in unexpected and fascinating connections, such as the insights 
medieval Icelandic sagas offer into the valuation of injuries for the compensation of tort victims. 
Jn keeping with its interdisciplinary culture, the Law School encourages students with interests 
in other fields to explore the unique educational opportunities available at the University. To 
that end, law students may count up to l 2 credits from other departments toward the JD-
and about l 00 2 L and 3L students have clone so in the last two years. Likewise, an exceptional 
number of law faculty have dual appointments elsewhere in the University, with the result that 
their broad expertise imbues their legal coursework with essential outside perspectives. 
Dual Degree Programs 
Many law students find that their goals are best 
served by delving even deeper into interdisciplinary 
training and earning a degree in another field. At 
Michigan Law, you are in the literal, physical center 
of a world-class university with stellar graduate 
programs. With 14 formal dual degree programs 
offered in partnership with 13 graduate departments, 
Michigan Law is an ideal setting for pursuing a 
concurrent degree to complement your legal education. 
Students with interests and goals outside the 
established programs may also develop their own 
dual degree programs. Recent examples of individually 
tailored dual degrees include American culture. applied 
economics, computer science, educational policy and 
leadership, geology, and philosophy. In addition, the 
University offers a variety of certificate programs 
available to law students. including museum studies, 
real estate development. European Union studies, 
and sustainable food systems. 
Students may apply for admission to a concurrent 
master's program in advance of or any time during their 
first or second year at the Law School. Typically, dual 
degree students will spend the first year in the Law 
School. the second year in the companion school. 
and the final one to two years taking a mix of courses 
from both departments. 
Formal Dual Degree Programs 
Law and Business Administration (JO/MBA) 
Law and Chinese Studies (JD/MA) 
Law and Economics (JD/PhD) 
Law and Information (JO/MSI) 
Law and Japanese Studies (JD/MA) 
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Law and Modern Middle Eastern & North African Studies (JO/MA) 
Law and Natural Resources (JD/MS) 
Law and Publ ic Health (JD/MHSA or JO/MPH) 
Law and Publ ic Policy (JO/MPP) 
Law and Russian, East European & Eurasian Studies (JO/MA) 
Law and Social Work (JO/MSW) 
Law and Urban & Regional Planning (JO/MUP) 
Law and World Politics (JO/MA) 
I nte ra ctio n 
Ask any Michigan Law student, graduate, or professor to name the best feature of the Michigan 
Law experience, and they will invariably invoke the culture and the community. Why is this? One 
frequently observed point: more urban campuses tend to be more dispersed because students and 
faculty are not as focused on and physically proximate to the campus, while in contrast, Michigan 
Law is uniquely positioned to reap the benefits of a small school-an intimate community 
centered in the Law School-while still enjoying the resources available only at a much larger 
institution. And our special culture is perpetuated by selection bias: Students and faculty come 
to Michigan Law in part because they are drawn to its engaging and collaborative community. 
But geography and self-selection are only part of the story. The development of the community 
at Michigan Law isn't a mere quirk of history; it is the product of a deliberate effort to institute 
programs that bring students and faculty closer together, increasing the opportunities to develop 
active and lasting relationships. And our uninterrupted history of deans who are either alumni or 
long-serving members of the faculty, or both, means that the institution has always been led by 
those with an abiding institutional investment . 
The dedication to fostering Michigan Law's community is reflected in the curriculum from the 
moment a l L steps into the classroom. The policy that tenured and tenure-track faculty teach 
the vast majority of l L classes means that law students begin to build relationships with the 
longest-serving faculty early-and that their first year is shaped as a truly Michigan experience. 
The wealth of seminars, mini-seminars, and workshops available ensure that every Michigan 
graduate has spent time working closely with both classmates and professors. 
One illustration of our community-centric approach is the Student Research Roundtable (SRR) 
program, geared toward students interested in pursuing careers in legal academia .  The SRR 
presents a forum for students to present research-in the form of ideas, works-in-progress, 
or near-final projects-developed over their time in law school, to faculty as well as to fellow 
students at regularly scheduled lunches. In addition to exposing students to the mechanics 
of presenting legal research to non-experts, the SRR helps students network and collaborate 
with each other as they receive advice and mentorship from faculty members. 
But let's be clear: The values behind the Michigan Law community are anything but a simple 
matter of networking and career development. They grow out of a concern for guiding students to 
careers that are not only successful, but also fulfilling. They grow out of a conviction that working 
hard and enjoying oneself are not mutually exclusive; if anything, they are mutually reinforcing. 
Enjoying your time at law school and developing a positive relationship with classmates and 
professors will have an intangible but meaningful impact on what, and how, you learn. 
Seminars & Workshops 
In contrast with traditional doctrinal courses. 
seminars and workshops are typically limited 
to 15 or fewer students, promoting an even closer. 
more collegial relationship among students and 
faculty and encouraging a more sustained exploration 
of complex topics. 
Seminars come in a range of forms; some are 
deep studies of policy pertaining to a particular 
area of law. while others are intensely practical 
and semi-clinical in nature. Most will involve 
a substantial. extended writing assignment. 
Approximately 25 seminars are offered each term. 
providing an exhilarating variety of options that reflect 
the current academic and research interests of the 
faculty members. You can choose from something 
that's discrete and concrete or notional and theoretical. 
and everything in between: Law of Armed Conflict. 
Anatomy of a Deal. Changing Families/Changing 
Law. IP Law and Policy: The Future of Publishing. 
Fundamentals of Real Estate Transactions. Topics 
in Education Law-merely a small selection from 
a long and compelling list. 
Workshops, by contrast. all have a consistent 
form: leading scholars and practitioners from around 
the world present their research and experience on a 
weekly basis. Students prepare short written critiques 
of the work. where they engage the presenters and 
each other in discussions about the most pressing 
issues in a given field. Workshops allow you a deep 
perspective into the process of legal scholarship­
and a chance to participate in that process-as you 
explore a broad range of issues. The specific workshop 
topics vary each year. but recent workshops have 
focused on Constitutional Law. Environmental Law and 
Policy. Intellectual Property, International Law. Legal 
History, Law and Economics. and Student Scholarship. 
Mini-Seminars 
You don't really know professors until you've had 
dinner at their houses while their children are running 
around in diapers At least. that appears to be the 
theory behind "mini-seminars." an enormously popular 
program Michigan implemented in 2005. The mini­
seminars capitalize on both the Law School's physical 
environment. where most faculty live within a stone's 
throw of the Quadrangle. and our ethos of collegiality. 
to provide a casual forum for personal connections 
between students and faculty. For one ungraded credit. 
groups of 10 or 12 students meet with a professor 
(or two) over the course of a semester (or the entire 
academic year) to hold provocative conversations in 
the professor's home or some other non-classroom 
setting. The theme is often intensively law-focused. 
although a handful of topics might be described as. 
well. marginally legal Recent topics include Collecting 
Art: Museums and the Law; Wellness for Lawyers; 
Elizabeth Warren and Financial Reform; Theater and 
the Moral Foundations of the Law; The Stories Behind 
the Supreme Court Cases; and the Israeli-Palestinian 
Conflict: Does International Law Matter? 
25 

I nte rn ati o n al ism 
The 1 83 7 statute establishing the University specifically mandated that the " Law Department" 
include a professor of international law. In today's world of global interaction, virtually every area 
of law is affected by international considerations. From antitrust to civil rights to intellectual 
property to tax, the practice of law is enmeshed within a complex web of international and 
foreign regulations, paradigms, and cultures. This is an age in which it is imperative that 
new attorneys have the skills to navigate the law across borders. 
In 200 1 ,  Michigan Law became the first top law school to require all law students to take 
a course in cross-border legal interactions. Since then, we have changed the requirement 
to allow students to select one course from a broad range of international and comparative 
law topics. Our emphasis results in a shared background among students that allows global 
perspectives to permeate our other courses. But  for any student who wishes to explore 
global issues further, the number of international and comparative law courses-taught 
by leading practitioners and scholars-is truly s taggering, as are the available study-abroad 
and international-externship opportunities. 
Beyond curricular offerings, a great variety of symposia, speakers, pro bona projects, and 
student organization activities reAect a strong commitment to global affairs, much of it coming 
under the aegis of the Center for International and Comparative Law. Topics are as varied as 
intelligence gathering and international law, the impact of jou rnalists and lawyers on legal reform 
in China, and corporate governance in transitional economies. Participation of eminent lawyers, 
public figures, and government officials from across the globe in classes, conferences, and 
workshops greatly enriches the student experience. 
Study Abroad 
Given the increasingly transnational nature of legal 
endeavors and. in keeping with Michigan Law's 
commitment to legal education with an international 
and comparative perspective, the Law School offers 
a variety of carefully selected study abroad programs 
at the best legal institutions in the world. Participating 
students explore different legal systems in classes 
with predominantly non-U.S. students. all while 
immersing themselves in another culture. 
Students with interests in other regions may 
also propose their own study abroad programs at 
the law faculties of foreign universities. In recent 
years, students have studied at institutions such as 
Austral University in Buenos Aires. the University of 
Copenhagen, and the Comillas Pontifical University 
ICADE in Madrid. 
In addition to their course work at the foreign 
university, students studying abroad complete an 
independent research paper on a topic related to 
their overseas studies. 
Established Study Abroad Programs 
Amsterdam Law School 
Bucerius Law School (Hamburg) 
European University Institute (F lorence) 
G raduate I nstitute of International and Development 
Studies (Geneva) 
Kathol ieke University (Leuven) 
University of Hong Kong Faculty of Law 
Waseda University Law School (Tokyo) 
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32 Curricular Specialties 
Faculty 
Barry A. Adelman 
Reuven S. Avi-Yonah 
Michael S. Barr 
Laura N. Beny 
Daniel Crane 
Alicia J. Davis 
limothy L .  Dickinson 
James R. Hines Jr. 
Nicholas C. Howson 
Douglas A. Kahn 
Vikramaditya S. Khanna 
Hwa-Jin Kim 
James E. Krier 
Kyle D. Logue 
John A.E. Pottow 
Adam C. Pritchard 
Donald H. Regan 
Veronica A. Santarosa 
Mark D. West 
Busi n ess, S ecuriti es, Tax, 
a nd Tra nsacti o n a l  Law 
No matter where your legal career takes you, whether you plan on start ing an 
i nnovative commun ity nonprofit, negot iat ing m u lt i -bi l l ion-dol l ar cross-border 
deals between the world's largest businesses, deve loping pol ic ies and draft ing 
regulations to reform Wal l  Street, taking on the health care conundrum ,  or 
sett ing up your own practice, an u nderstanding of corporate, tax,  and finance 
law and practice wi l l  prove inval uable to you. 
To get a sense of the unbel ievable breadth and depth of the offerings at 
l\ l ic h igan Law, consider the n u m ber of courses recent ly avai lable:  more t han 
50 i n  corporate law and practice, and about 2 5  each focus ing on banking, 
finance, and taxation. These range from deeply scholarly explorations, such as 
the Law and Economics Workshop, to an increasing portfol io of ski l ls-based 
tra in ing in  practice s i m u lations and c l in ics .  Ski l l s  acquired in courses such as 
Transactional Draft ing, Bus iness Transaction Pract icum,  and E ntrepreneurial 
Business Pract icum can be appl ied when counseling community organizations 
in  the Community and Economic Development Cl in ic .  Or you can apply 
those skills global ly  in  the I n ternational Transactions Cl in ic .  Through the 
Zel l  Entrepreneu rship  and Law Program ,  you can learn about a wide range 
of entrepreneurially oriented topics, i nc l uding venture finance, private equity, 
inte l lectual property, real estate, 1 POs, and employment law. B u t  the best 
lawyer's ski l ls  are tempered by an u nderstanding of not only b usiness law, but 
also of busi ness itself. To that end, interdisc ip l inary courses such as Law and 
Management of I P  bridge the gap between lawyer and c l ient .  Others, such 
as I n- House Counsel and Law Firms and Legal Careers, fami l iarize students 
with the business of practicing law. 
I n  whic hever direction you decide to take your education, you w i l l  be 
guided by leading scholars and pract i t ioners, inc luding casebook authors, 
two of the top five tax law professors in the world, and the coauthor of the 
defi n it ive treatise on t he U n i form Commercial  Code. Their expertise spans 
the corporate law of China, I ndia,  Japan, the E uropean Union,  Canada, 
and Korea. And that l ist does not even count the facu l ties and opportu ni t ies 
avai lable across the street at  the world-famous Ross School of B u si ness. 
Co nstituti o n a l  Law 
t\ foundation in  the doctrine and development of const i t u t ional jurisprudence 
is, of course, necessary in  order to understand our legal system, our govern­
ment , and their profound role in  our soc iety. From t he start, you w i l l  engage 
t he Const i tut ion with facul ty  whose const i tut ional expertise extends beyond 
the st udy of h istory and doctri ne to part ic ipation in the development of that 
h istory and doctrine. For advanced const i tut ional law work, you can pursue 
m u l t i ple directions to explore a variety of special t ies in  depth. H istory and 
const i tut ional interpretation, federal ism and comparative federal ism,  and 
constitut ional l i t igation and civi l  rights work are a l l  amply covered, by a 
leading pol it ical  theorist, by a preeminent scholar on disa b i l i ty rights ,  by 
one of the leadi ng const i tut ional law scholars of h is  generation, and by 
an expert on comparative federal ism.  
For those students who want  to engage in  t he h ighest levels oF const i tu­
t ional t heory with the l ights of the const i tut ional world, the Const itut ional 
La11 Workshop is an unparalleled opport u n i ty through which leading con­
st i tut ional law theorists From all over the country come to M ich igan Law to 
present and defend their works in  progress. Students read a draft of the work 
and provide written comments to the presenter, then spend two hours in  
d iscussion and debate. This intensive academic experience i s  part icu larly wel l  
su i ted to students who may be interested in careers i n  academ ia, and presents 
an unrivaled opportun ity to engage in  the in teractive creative process. 
Faculty 
Kate Andrias 
Susanne Baer 
Samuel Bagenstos 
Evan H. Caminker 
Steven P Croley 
Richard Friedman 
Samuel R.  Gross 
Monica Hakimi 
Daniel Halberstam 
Don Herzog 
Ellen D. Katz 
Jessica Litman 
Catharine A. MacKinnon 
J.  Christopher McCrudden 
Julian Davis Mortenson 
Eve Brensike Primus 
Richard Primus 
Donald H.  Regan 
Margo Schlanger 
Gil Seinfeld 
Christina B. Whitman 
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34 Curricular Specialti�s 
Faculty 
Andrew P Buchsbaum 
Kristina Daugirdas 
Brandon Hofmeister 
Neil Kagan 
Allyn D. Kantor 
Howard Learner 
Nina Mendelson 
David M. Uhlmann 
Mark Van Putten 
Envi ro nm e nta l & 
N atura l R esources Law 
J\ l ich igan Law's rich tradit ion in  environmental and natural resources law, 
dating back to the early years of t he environmental movement in the U n ited 
States, began a new chapter with the creation of the Environmental Law & 
Policy Program ( E LPP) in 2007. E LP P  has qu ickly grown to offer one of the 
most extensive curricula in environmental and natural resources law among 
top schools. Directed by David J\11 . U hlmann,  t he former and longest-servi ng 
C h ief of t he Environmental C rimes ection of the U . S .  Department of Just ice. 
E L LP is  home to a diverse facu l ty that i nc ludes nationally and i nternationa l ly 
recognized experts on environmental regu lation, global c l imate change, water 
law, environmental cr iminal  enforcement, i nternational law, l ndian law. a lterna­
t ive dispute resolution, conservation. and land use law. \i\li th over 20 dist i nct 
courses just in  the Law School-not counting i nterdisc ip l inary offerings in  
other graduate departments-you could not  exhaust the curricu lum even if  
vou managed to take only E LL P  courses after your First  year. 
But environmental and natural resources law relies heavily on 
i nterdisc ip l inary approaches, and M ich igan Law is uniquely s i tuated to provide 
students the interdiscipl inary opportuni t ies to excel as environmental at torneys. 
Students may pursue d ual  degrees or take individual courses in the School of 
Natural Resources and Environment, the Ford chool of Public Policy, t he 
Ross School of Business, the Taubman Col lege of Archi tecture and U rban 
Planni ng, and the School of Publ ic Health,  a l l  within easy wal ki ng distance 
of the Law Quad. These perspectives can then be applied in one of the 
program's many ski l ls-based opportunit ies. In add it ion to offering practice­
oriented coursework, such as a conservation advocacy course taught by a 
former president and C EO of t he Nat ional v\li ld l i fc Federation ( N WF).  
the program also runs the Environmental Law Cl i n ic in  conjunct ion with 
the N'v\/Fs Great Lakes Regional Center, and has helped students secu re 
a long l ist of externship p lacements a l l  over the U n ited tates. 
With i ts excel lent facu lty, expanded curriculum, acclaimed lecture 
series, and annual  conference on environmental law and policy, E L L P  ha 
cemented M ich igan Law as one of the top environmental law programs in 
t he U n ited States. 
I nte l l ectua l Prope rty Law 
i\ l ore t han ever before, i ntel lectual property is  intertwined with a l l  human 
activity, from sharing photos with friends to a l lergy management to the sowing 
of seeds on a f'arm on t he other side of the globe. It is a component of every 
business, and its legal regimes determi ne how and whether people have access 
to knowledge. 
The i ntel lectual property program at M i chigan Law is the epitome of 
the particular blend of scholarly and pract ica l  approaches that we bel ieve is 
so crucial  to a legal education. On the one hand, old models of intel lectual 
property rights and i nterests have strained to adapt to t he new real i ties of our 
d igital and biotechnological age. In such a period of reform, a foundat ion i n  
the origins .  deve lopment.  and policies o f  i nte l lectual property l aw is  inval uable 
to an attorney working in  the field.  Beyond fou ndational courses i n  copyright, 
patent, trademark, and cyber law, M ichiga n  Law offers an abundance of 
sem inar choices and an I P  \l\/orkshop that brings leading scholars and l i t igators 
from around the globe to engage with student on t heir  latest research topics 
or cutt ing-edge cases. On the other hand, the practice of i ntel l ectual property 
law is  m uch more than t heory and doctr ine.  At M ic h igan Law, you wi l l  have 
t h e  opport u n i ty to acquire substantial practical ski l ls  and experience, such as 
structuring l icensing agreements, preparing registration appl icat ions, draft i ng 
[ P policies for organizations, and navigat ing copyright term i nations, in c lasses 
l ike Advanced Copyright Practice and the Copyright Termi nat ion Pract icum.  
In  t he Entrepreneursh ip C l in ic .  you wi l l  get to use these sk i l l s  while 
represent ing actual student startu p  businesses from throughout the U niversity 
of M i ch igan .  All told, the i n te l lectual propert offeri ngs at  M ic higan cover 
t he range of doctrinal . scholarly. and pract ical formats with between 1 5  
and 20 dist inct courses i n  a two-year period. These are taught by a ste l lar 
cohort of some of the world's most respected scholars and practitioners of 
i ntel lectual  property. 
The prox imi ty of fVI ich igan's Ross School of Business and School of 
I nformation provides rich interdisc ip l inary opportuni t ies to further delve 
i nto inte l lectual property as it pertains to busi ness development and strategies, 
as well as information pol icy. Of part icu lar note for students seeking to 
explore inte l lectual property's re lationshi p  with cyberspace and developing 
tech nologies is  the formal J D/M S !  program with the School of I n formation.  
Faculty 
Jack Bernard 
Daniel Crane 
Rebecca S.  Eisenberg 
Susan Kornfield 
Jessica Litman 
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36 Curricular Specialti��·, 
Faculty 
Public International Law 
Kristina Daugirdas 
Monica Hakimi 
James C. Hathaway 
Julian Davis Mortenson 
Steven R. Ratner 
Bruno Simma 
Foreign and Comparative Law 
Bruce W. Frier 
Daniel Halberstam 
Don Herzog 
Nicholas C. Howson 
Vikramaditya S. Khanna 
William I .  Miller 
Mathias W. Reimann 
Mark D. West 
International Interests 
Reuven S. Avi-Yonah 
Michael S. Barr 
Laura N. Beny 
Daniel Crane 
Timothy L. Dickinson 
Catharine A. MacKinnon 
Donald H. Regan 
Veronica A. Santarosa 
Sonja B. Starr 
William W Cook Global Law Professors 
Susanne Baer 
Paul Brand 
Christine M. Chinkin 
John G.H. Hudson 
Hwa-Jin Kim 
J. Christopher McCrudden 
Clinics 
Nicole Appleberry 
Bridgette Carr 
Timothy L. D ickinson 
David B. Guenther 
I nte rn ati o n a l  Law 
\l\lith  a broad and deep internat ional,  comparative, and foreign law 
curric u l u m-one of t he most complete sets of course offeri ngs of any law 
fac ulty in  the world-J\ 1 ichigan Law ensures t hat i ts  st udents are equ ipped to 
comprehend and navigate t he increasingly global nat ure of legal practice.  
In the two-vear period of a student's upper-level elective coursework, the 
Law School wi l l  offer more t han 50 internat ional ly oriented courses ranging 
from h uman rights Lo cross-border corporate questions. This vast selection is 
made poss ible by a facul ty whose legal expertise covers not only international 
legal frameworks, but a lso t he five largest economies outside the U n i ted 
tates (China ,  Japan. Korea, India .  and the E u ropean Union) ,  as wel l  as 
the development of legal systems in  nations as d isparate as South Africa and 
Cambodia. The abundance of seminars and academic workshops a l lows for 
c lose study of global issues with some of t he world·s leadi ng internat ional 
scholars .  These include our disti nguished Wil l iam W. Cook G lobal Law 
Professors, a select group of academics affi l iated with inst i tut ions abroad 
who regularly visit  M i ch igan to teach one or more courses per year. And 
st udents have ample opportunity to vis it  other i nst i tutions as wel l .  Many 
students either study abroad at foreign law schools or work abroad in  U N  
agencies or N GOs through one of M ich igan Law·s externship programs.  
Perhaps surprisingly, considerable ski l l s-based learn ing opportu n it ies in  
the international curricu lum are avai lable in  t he Law Quad as wel l .  M ic higan 
Law is home to two cross-border c l in ics :  the l nternational Transact ions C l i n i c  
a n d  t h e  H u man Trafficking C l in ic .  Several practice s imulations, inc l uding our 
un ique Program in Hefugee and Asylum Law, focusing on ski l l s  ranging from 
i n ternational transact ions to l i tigation to a l ternative dispute resol ut ions, ensure 
that there are suffic ient practical offerings to meet t he needs of students with 
diverse international i n terests. 
The internat ional law curriculum w i l l  pro\'ide you with the t heoret ical 
fou ndation, practical experience, and international connections to excel ,  
whether your path takes you to practice, pol icy craft i ng, publ icat ion.  or a l l  
of the above. 
P u b l i c  I nte rest Law 
The um bre l la  term "publ ic i nterest law" is difficult  to capture i n  a concise, 
coherent descript ion . More than any other cu rri c u lar subset, it covers a 
mult i t ude of su bstantive legal areas-civil rights, environmental law, c h i ld 
advocacy, urban development, poverty law-and practitioners might focus 
on l i t igation or on transactional work. At its core, publ ic  i nterest law i s  a 
matter of access to justice.  Wi thout advocates, t he law loses its efficacy as a 
tool for j ustice and protecting rights. Many M ic higan Law grad have devoted 
themselves to i mpressive and successful careers in the publ ic interest; others 
have used their  education to bring positive change to their communities and 
the world through pro bono and vol unteer act ivi ties; still more have had mult i­
stage careers across the publ ic,  private, and non profit sectors . No matter the 
direction your career u l timately takes yo u, M ichigan Law is proud to provide 
you with the tra in i ng, support, and opport uni t ies to fi nd success and make 
the world a better place. 
M ich igan's recent offeri ngs inc lude about 70 courses related to 
publ ic  interest law. Outside of class, you may participate in some of Mich igan 
Law's more than 30 pro bono projects act ive at any given time. Some are 
right here in M ich igan, others reach i nto New York, D.C. ,  or M ississippi,  
and others, such as the I n ternational Criminal  Tribunal  for the former 
Yugoslavia, take students abroad. The projects cover a vast a rray of practice 
a reas-from human rights to consumer rights to criminal law-and offer 
the chance for in-person contact with cl ients or remote researc h, depending 
on your preferences. 
While the pro bono projects offer you the chance to help la•vyers 
with their c lients and cases, our c l in ics  give you the chance to be the lawyer. 
Mic higan is one of a handful of states with court rules that permit students 
to begin represe nt ing c l ients in court as early as their second year of law 
school-and our Unemployment Insurance Clinic al lows first-year students 
to appear i n  admin istrative hearings as early as their second semester. Our 
1 8  c l i nical programs a l l  serve c l ients who otherwise lack the means to retain 
counsel ,  but they vary i n  topics from microfinance to human trafficking to 
c h i ld advocacy to environmental protection to entrepreneurship, and range 
in form from l it igation to transactional and From trial to appel late.  
As extensive as these offerings may be, they need not l imit you. You 
may step out of the Law Quad and spend a semester abroad in one of 
Mich igan Law's formal in ternational externship programs, or you may 
design your own externship at an organization of you r  choosing anywhere 
in the worl d. 
If  the opportu n i ties seem overwhelming. fear not. You w i l l  benefit from 
the mentorship of nu merous facu l ty members and administrators whose 
i mpressive legal careers bring extensive practical (and l ife 1 )  experience to 
the Law School's public i n terest community, and along with it an expanded 
network of contacts in government and nonprofit organ izations. At  i\ l ic h igan 
Law, you wi l l  find not only the education and opportunities, but  a lso t he 
s upport and attention that wi l l  help you achieve your legal aspirations. 
Faculty 
Susanne Baer 
Samuel Bagenstos 
N icholas Bagley 
Kristina Daugirdas 
Saul A. Green 
Samuel R. Gross 
Monica Hakimi 
James C. Hathaway 
Don Herzog 
Al ison E. Hirsche! 
Martha S.  Jones 
El len D. Katz 
Judith E. Levy 
Catharine A. MacKinnon 
J.  Christopher McCrudden 
Nina Mendelson 
Julian Davis Mortenson 
Eve Brensike Primus 
Steven R. Ratner 
Margo Schlanger 
Carl E. Schneider 
Rebecca J. Scott 
Gil Seinfeld 
Michael J.  Steinberg 
David M. Uhlmann 
Mark Van Putten 
Christina B. Whitman 
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I f  you have read this  far, you know that 
l\'l i c higan Law-l i ke any t op law school­
can boast of a vast array of courses taught 
by leading scholars. ( I f  you skipped to the 
end, take our ,.,·ord for i t . )  You 'v'il l  h ave 
seen that i n  the last fe\\ years, ,\ J ic h igan 
has adapted to the c hanging legal l andscape 
by dramatical ly i ncreasi ng the nu mber and 
capacity of its skif ls-based and c l in ical 
offeri ngs, while s imultaneously developing 
in norntive programs that Lake advantage 
of our u nique community to bri ng students 
and fac ulty together on a range of i nteractive 
projects. And you wil l  hm e noted (considering 
how often we haw emphasized) that t h e  
prod ucts of  t hese efforts re f lect t h e  Law 
School's conviction that both a global 
perspec tive and a capacity to make i n te rdis­
c ip l inary connections a rc inrnluable assets 
to any scholar, p rofessional .  and indivi d u a l .  
B u t  more important, ,.,.e hope you a lso have 
caught at least a gl impse of \ I ichigan Law's 
character t h rough its approach to Jegal 
ed ucat ion. 
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;\ M ichigan Lav.· education is a bout  more 
than mastery of doctrines, more than 
knowing "' h ich forms to fi le, a n d  e \ e n  more 
than learning 1.0 "think l ike a lawyer. "  It is 
a lso about helpi ng you achieYe a fu l l  and 
rewarding l i fe i n  the la\\", preparing you for 
a l ifetime of choices i n  a traditional legal 
career, an alternative career path,  or both.  
Because what makes for a fu ll and rewardi n g  
l i fe in  t h e  l aw varies from person t o  person,  
we have c reated a flexi ble program, one that  
chal lenges you to delve deeply i n to you r  areas 
of in terest whi le also encouraging you to 
explore and experiment.  Yet ult i mately, d u ring 
you r  three years of law school ,  you wil l  learn 
at least as m uch outside of the c lassroom as 
you wil l  i nside. The commu nity at M ichigan 
is dynamic,  col laborative, and a lot of 
fu n.  YOu r  l\I ichigan La" experiences and 
connections \\i l l  play a profou nd and lasting 
ro le in both you r  professional l i fe a nd your 
personal l i fe. They "ill equip you .  as they 
hm e equ ipped oYer 1 50 years of Michiga n  
Law graduates, t o  b e  in novators and 
acknowledged leaders in  academ ia, industry, 
government, the legal profession,  a nd you r  
communit ies. 


Assistant Professor Kate Andrias teaches and writes in the areas of constitutional and admin istrative law. labor law. and the law of democracy. Andrias previously 
served as special ass istant and associate counsel to the 
President of the United States, and as chief of staff of the 
White House Counsel's Office. Whi le in the White House, 
she focused on constitutional and admin istrative law issues 
and on domestic pol icy, including labor and imm igration. Prior 
to jo in ing the Obama administration. Andrias was an attorney 
in the Washington, D.C. ,  office of Perkins Coie LLP, where 
she practiced in the pol itical law and appel late l itigation 
groups. She remains active in  pro bona cases, most recently 
MetLife Inc. v. Financial Stability Oversight Council (D .D.C. 
201 5). for amic i  Professors of Law and Finance, arguing in 
support of the Financial Stab i l ity Oversight Counci l .  and 
Home Care Association of America v. Weil (D.C. C ir. 201 5). 
for amici Paraprofessional Health I nstitute et al .. arguing 
in support of Department of Labor regulation extending 
overtime and min imum wage protections to home care 
workers. Andrias c lerked for Justice Ruth Bader G insburg 
of the U .S .  Supreme Court and the Hon. Stephen Reinhardt 
of the U.S .  Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, and taught 
American Constitutional Law as a visiting professor at L' lnstitut 
d 'Etudes Pol itiques (Sc iences Po) in Paris. Andrias graduated 
from Yale Law School. where she served on the Yale Law 
Journal and as a Coker Fel low. Prior to law school. Andrias 
worked as a union organizer. 
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D E G R E E S  
BA, JD, Yale 
Kate And r i a s  
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D E G R E E S  
BA, Hebrew University; AM. PhD, JD, Harvard 
R euven S. Avi-Yonah, the I rwin I. Cohn Professor of Law and director of the International Tax LLM Program, specia l izes in corporate and internationa l taxation. 
He has served as a consu ltant to the U S Department of 
the Treasury and the Organisation for Economic Co-operation 
and Development (OECD) on tax competition. and is a member 
of the steering group for OECD's International Network for 
Tax Research. He is a lso a trustee of the American Tax Pol icy 
Institute, a member of the American Law I nstitute, a fel low 
of the American Bar Foundation and the American Col lege of 
Tax Counsel, and an international research fel l ow at Oxford 
Un iversity's Centre for Business Taxation. In addition to prior 
teaching appointments at Harvard University ( law) and Boston 
Col lege (h istory), he practiced law with M i lbank, Tweed, Hadley 
& McCloy in  New York; with Wachtel I, Lipton, Rosen & Katz in 
New York; and with Ropes & Gray in  Boston. After receiving h is 
BA. summa cum laude, from Hebrew University, he earned three 
additional degrees from Harvard University: an AM in h istory, 
a PhD in history, and a JO,  magna cum laude, from Harvard Law 
School .  He has publ ished more than 1 50 books and articles, 
including Advanced Introduction to International Tax (E lgar, 
201 5), Global Perspectives on Income Taxation Law (Oxford 
University Press, 201 1 ), and International Tax as International 
Law(Cambridge University Press. 2007). 
Reuven S .  Av i -Yona h 
S amuel Bagenstos. the Frank G. M i l lard Professor of Law, special izes in constitutional and civi l  rights l itigation. From 2009 to 201 1 ,  he was a political appointee in the 
U .S .  Department of Justice, where he served as the principal 
deputy assistant attorney general for civil rights, the number­
two official in the Civi l R ights D ivision. His accompl ishments 
inc l uded the promulgation of the 20 1 0  Americans with 
Disabi l it ies Act regulations and the reinvigoration of the 
Civi l  R ights Division's enforcement of the U.S .  Supreme 
Court's decision in  Olmstead v. L C. Bagenstos has publ ished 
artic les in  the Yale Law Journal, the Stanford Law Review, the 
Columbia Law Review. the California Law Review, the Virginia 
Law Review, the Georgetown Law Journal, and many others, 
and has publ i shed two books: Law and the Contradictions of 
the Disability Rights Movement (Yale University Press. 2009) 
and Disability Rights Law: Cases and Materials (Foundation 
Press, 201 0) .  He has argued three cases before the Supreme 
Court, inc luding Young v. United Parcel Service (201 5), which 
establ ished new protections for pregnant workers, and 
United States v. Georgia (2006). which upheld, as appl ied 
to h is  c l ient's case. the constitutional ity of Title II of the 
Americans with D isabi l ities Act. Prior to joining the 
M ichigan Law faculty, Bagenstos was a professor of 
law and. from 2007 to 2008, also associate dean for 
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N i cho l a s  Bag l ey 
P rofessor N icholas Bagley teaches and writes in the areas of admini strative law, regu latory theory, and health law. Prior to jo in ing the Law School faculty, he was an 
attorney with the appe l late staff in the Civi l Division at the 
U.S Department of Justice, where he argued a dozen cases 
before the U S Courts of Appeals and acted as lead counsel 
in many more. Bagley also served as a law clerk to Justice 
John Paul Stevens of the U.S. Supreme Court and to the Hon. 
David S. Tatel  of the U.S. Court of Appeals. Bagley holds a BA 
in Engl ish from Yale University and received his JO, summa 
cum laude, from New York Un iversity School of Law. Before 
entering law school, he joined Teach For America and taught 
eighth-grade Engl ish at a publ ic school in South Bronx. Bagley's 
work has appeared in the Harvard Law Review, the Columbia 
Law Review, the Georgetown Law Journal, the New England 
Journal of Medicine, and the Journal of Health Politics, Policy, 
and Law. His article, "Centralized Oversight of the Regulatory 
State," which he coauthored with Richard Revesz, was selected 
as the best article in the field in 2006 by the American Bar 
Association's Section on Admin istrative Law and Regulatory 
Practice. In August 201 0, Bagley testified before the U.S. Senate 
Subcommittee on Administrative Oversight and the Courts 
about agency capture. In 201 2, he was the recipient of the 
Law School's L. Hart Wright Award for Excel lence in Teaching. 
He is a frequent contributor to The Incidental Economist, 
a prominent health pol icy blog. 
M ichael S. Barr is the Roy F. and Jean Humphrey Proffitt Professor of Law. A member of the faculty s ince 2001 , he teaches Financial Institutions, 
I nternational Finance. Financial Derivatives, Transnational 
Law, and Jurisdiction and Choice of Law. and co-founded the 
International Transactions C l in ic. He was on leave from 2009 to 
201 0, serving as the U.S. Department of the Treasury's assistant 
secretary for financial institutions, and was a key architect of 
the Dodd-Frank Wal l Street Reform and Consumer Protection 
Act. He currently is a nonresident senior fel low at the Center 
for American Progress and the Brookings I nstitution. He is also 
a professor of public policy at U-M's Gerald R .  Ford School 
of Public Pol icy. Barr conducts large-scale empirical research 
regarding financial services and researches and writes about 
a wide range of issues in  financial regulation. Recent books 
inc lude No Slack: The Financial Lives of Low-Income Americans 
(Brookings Press, 201 2). Insufficient Funds (Russel l Sage, 
2009, co-edited with Rebecca Blank), and Building Inclusive 
Financial Systems (Brookings Press. 2007, co-edited 
with Anja I i  Kumar and Robert Utan). Barr previously 
served as Treasury Secretary Robert E. Rubin 's 
special assistant, as deputy assistant secretary of 
the Treasury, as special adviser to President Wi l l iam 
J. C l inton, as a special adviser and counselor on 
the pol icy p lanning staff at the U.S. Department 
of State. and as a law c lerk to U.S .  Supreme Court 
J ustice David H. Souter and the Hon. Pierre N .  
Leval, then of  the Southern District of  New York. 
He received h i s  JD from Yale Law School .  h i s  
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La u ra N .  Beny 
S ince join ing Michigan Law in 2003, Professor Laura N .  Beny has taught Corporate Finance, Enterprise Organization, I nternationa l Finance, The Publ ic 
Corporation, Law and Development, and Law and Finance. 
Her research and teaching interests inc l ude a wide range of 
subjects in  law and economics, finance, pol it ical economy, 
and international development. Her research has been 
publ ished in the American Economic Review, American Law 
and Economics Review, Journal of Corporation Law, and 
Harvard Business Law Review, among others. Her work has 
been cited in numerous media, including The Economist, The 
Age (Austra l ia). Global Risk Regulator. and in congressional 
testimony. She is co-editor with Sondra Hale of the book 
Sudan 's Killing Fields: Political Violence and Fragmentation 
(Red Sea Press, 201 4). I n  addition to her scholarly work, Beny 
has pub l ished numerous opinion pieces on Africa, particularly 
Sudan and South Sudan, in various international media. such 
as Newsweek International, Africa.com, and Al Jazeera, 
among others. She a lso has served as a legal consultant 
on numerous projects in the United States and Africa. 
Before coming to Michigan, she practiced private and 
pro bona law at Debevoise & Pl impton, an international 
law firm based in  New York City. Beny earned her 
MA and PhD in economics at Harvard Univers ity, 
her JD at Harvard Law School, and her BA in  
E van H. Caminker. the Branch R ickey Col legiate Professor of Law. served as dean of the Law School from 2003 to 201 3 .  Du ring his tenure he helped design and oversee 
a significant expansion and renovation of the Law School 's 
hi storic faci l ities. emphasized and shaped a curri cular and co­
curr icular focus on ski l l s-based and experienti a l  learning, and 
helped nurture the unique culture at Michigan Law that creates 
a vibrant and col legia l student-faculty community. He recently 
spent a year serving as a special assistant U.S. attorney for the 
Detroit office. where he special ized in appel late l itigation. Prior 
to h is  deanship, Cam inker wrote and taught about and l i tigated 
various issues of American constitutional law. His scholarsh ip 
and professional activities focused on  matters concerning 
individual rights. federal ism. and the nature of judic ia l  decision­
making. He has taught in the fields of constitutional law. civil 
procedure. and federal courts, and has lectured widely before 
va rious professional .  scholarly, and student audiences. 
Cam inker came to Michigan from the UCLA School 
of Law. where he was a faculty member from 
1 991  to 1 999. He received his BA in political 
economy and environmental studies. 
summa cum /aude. from the University of 
Californ ia at Los Angeles. and his JD from 
Yale Law School .  He clerked for Justice 
Wi l l iam B rennan J r. on the U.S. Supreme 
Court and for the Hon. Wi l l iam Norris on 
the Ninth C i rcu it. Caminker a l so practiced 
law with the Center for Law in the Publ ic 
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S herman J. Clark. the Kirkland & E l l i s  Professor of Law. joined the Michigan Law faculty in 1 995 and teaches courses on torts. evidence. and sports law. His current 
research focuses on the ways in which legal rules and 
institutions may have an impact on character, and thus on the 
extent to wh ich we thrive. Law and polit ics, Clark bel ieves, 
can have an impact-often ind i rect and inadvertent, but 
real-on the kind of people we become; and that. in  turn. 
can have an impact-difficult to describe and quant ify, but 
potentia l ly profound-on how wel l and fu l ly we are able to live. 
In this vein ,  drawing on classical phi losophy, modern positive 
psychology, pol itical theory, l iterature. and law, he has written 
about institutions and practices ranging from di rect democracy 
to the j ury to crim inal procedure. C lark is a lso interested 
in legal education, and seeks to reject the fa lse d ichotomy 
between practical and theoretical ways of approaching the 
study of law-between pragmatic professional tra in ing and 
humane l ibera l education .  He has argued that being a good 
lawyer and being thoughtful about the law are not opposites, 
or even things to be balanced. but are rather things that can 
and ought to go hand in  hand. In addition to his teaching and 
research interests, C lark served as an adviser to lawyers for 
Wayne County, Michigan, and the City of Detroit in  thei r  
efforts to ho ld  gun manufacturers l iable for  a l l egedly 
negl igent distribution practices. The legal theory he 
articulated. known as wi l l fu l  bl indness, focused on 
the manufacturers' a l leged knowing exploitation of 
a thriving secondary market in the indirect sale of 
�.:.1!�� - JAifwrs. He is. a. Wl�l�· uif!:·. 
She rma n J .  C l a rk 
P rofessor Edward H. Cooper jo ined the Law School faculty in  1 972 and was named the Thomas M. Cooley Professor of Law in 1 988. He is coauthor with the late C.A. Wright 
and A.R. Mi l l er of the orig inal ,  second, and third editions of 
Federal Practice and Procedure. Jurisdiction, a leading mu lti­
vol ume treatise on federal jurisdiction and procedure, and 
h is  artic les have contributed to legal scholarship for more 
than 40 years. From 1 991 to 1 992, Cooper served as a 
member of the U .S .  Judicia l  Conference Civi l Ru les Advisory 
Committee. He has served as reporter for the committee 
s ince 1 992. In  addition, he has been a member of the 
Counci l of the American Law Institute s ince 1 988, became 
an  emeritus member in  201 3. and has served as an  adviser 
on several of its projects. Cooper graduated from Dartmouth 
Col lege with an AB and earned his LLB at Harvard Law School. 
He served as a law c lerk to the Hon. C l ifford O'Sul l ivan. U.S. 
Court of Appea ls for the Sixth Circuit, and then practiced 
in Detroit. Cooper was an associate professor at the 
University of Minnesota Law School for five years 
before jo in ing the Law School facu lty. 
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Da n i e l  C ra n e 
D aniel Crane is the associate dean for faculty and research and the Frederick Pau l  Furth Sr. Professor of Law. He teaches Contracts. Antitrust, Antitrust and Inte l lectual 
Property, and Legis lation and Regulation. He previously was 
professor of law at Yeshiva Un ivers ity's Benjamin N. Ca rdozo 
School of Law. and a visiting professor at New York University 
Law School and the University of Chicago Law School .  In 
spring 2009, he taught antitrust law on a Ful bright Scholarship 
at the Universidade Cat61ica Portuguesa in  Lisbon. Crane's 
work has appeared in the University of Chicago Law Review. 
the California Law Review, the Michigan Law Review, the 
Georgetown Law Journal. and the Cornell Law Review, 
among other journals. He is the author of severa l books on 
antitrust law. inc luding Antitrust (Aspen, 201 4). The Making 
of Competition Policy: Legal and Economic Sources (Oxford 
University Press, 201 3). and The Institutional Structure of 
Antitrust Enforcement (Oxford University Press, 201 1 ). 
S teven P. Crol ey, the Harry Burns Hutchins Col legiate Professor of Law. is genera l counsel for the U .S Department of Energy. He was nominated for the post 
by President Barack Obama on Aug. 1 ,  201 3 ,  and confirmed 
by the U .S .  Senate on May 1 2, 201 4. He previously served as 
the specia l  assistant to the president for justice and regulatory 
pol icy on the Obama administration's Domestic Pol icy Counci l 
from 201 0 to 201 1 .  In 201 1 ,  he joined the White House 
Counse l 's Office and in 201 2, became deputy White House 
counsel .  I n  201 4, he was appointed by the President as a 
counci l member of the Admin istrative Conference of the United 
States, and in  20 1 5  made vice chair of the Adm inistrative 
Conference. Croley teaches and writes in the areas of 
administrative law, civil procedure, regulation, and related 
subjects. He received an AB from the University of Michigan, 
where he was a James B. Angel l  Scholar and won the Wil l iam 
Jennings  Bryan Prize. He earned h is JD  from Yale Law School ,  
where he was articles editor of the Yale Law Journal, a John 
M. O l i n  Student Fe l low, and recipient of the John M.  Ol in 
Prize and the Benjamin Scharps Prize. He a lso earned a 
PhD in pol itics from Princeton University. Fol lowing 
graduation from law school, he served as a law clerk 
for the Hon. Stephen Wi l l iams of the U.S .  Court of 
Appea ls  for the D.C. Circuit. Croley began h is teaching 
career at the Law School in  1 993 and served as 
associate dean for academic affairs from 2003 
through 2006. From 2006 to 201 0, he served 
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Assistant Professor Kristina Daugi rdas teaches Transnational Law, International and U .S .  Environmenta l Law, and a course and seminar on the Un ited Nations 
and other international organizations. Her research cu rrently 
focuses on international organizations from the perspective 
of both i nternational and U S law In 201 4, Daugirdas was 
awarded the Francis Deak Prize tor an outstanding article 
publ ished in  the American Journal of International Law by a 
younger author. An earl ier artic le publ ished in the Maryland 
Law Review earned an award from the American Constitution 
Society's R ichard D. Cudahy Writing Competition on Regulatory 
and Adm inistrative Law. Daugirdas currently serves as co-editor 
of the Contemporary Practice of the Un ited States section 
of the American Journal of International Law. Before jo in ing 
the Michigan faculty, she was an attorney-adviser at the U.S. 
Department of State Office of the Legal Adviser. In that role, 
she provided gu idance on the negotiation and implementation 
of UN Security Counci l  sanctions and amicus participation by 
the U.S. government in lawsuits with foreign pol icy impl ications. 
Daugirdas a lso clerked for the Hon. Stephen F. Wi l l iams of the 
U.S. Court of Appeals  for the District of Columbia Circuit . 
She earned her JO,  magna cum laude, from the New York 
University School of Law, and received several graduation 
awards inc l uding the Paul 0. Kaufman Memorial Award for 
the most outstanding student note publ ished in the NYU 
Law Review. As a law student she served as senior 
articles editor for the NYU Law Review. Daugirdas holds 
an � with honors, from Brown University. Before law 
Kr i st i na  Da ug i rdas  
S ince jo in ing the Michigan Law faculty in fa l l  2004, Professor Al ic ia J.  Davis has taught Enterprise Organization, Mergers and Acqu i sitions, Investor 
Protect ion, and the Law and Economics Workshop Her 
current research inc l udes projects in corporate governance 
and securities regu lation. Before coming to Mich igan Law, 
Davis practiced law at Kirkland & E l l i s  LLP in Washington, 
D.C . ,  where she represented pub l ic and private companies 
and private equ ity firms in mergers and acquisitions and 
leveraged buyout transactions. Her professional experience 
also inc l udes time as an investment banker, first with Goldman. 
Sachs & Co. in New York, where her c l ients inc luded Fortune 
1 00 companies pursu ing equity and debt financings, and 
later with Raymond James & Associates i n  St Petersburg, 
Florida, where she served as a vice president and represented 
publ ic and private compan ies in middle market mergers a nd 
acquis it ions transactions. Davis served as a visiting professor 
at the University of Chicago Law School i n  fa l l  201 0 and is 
a member of the Florida and District of Columbia Bars. She 
earned her BS in busi ness admin istration. summa cum laude, 
from Florida A&M Un iversity, her MBA from Harvard Business 
School ,  and her JD from Yale Law School. 
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R ebecca S. E isenberg, the Robert and Barbara Luciano Professor of Law. specia l izes in patent law and the regu lation of b iopharmaceutical innovation. She teaches 
courses on patent law, trademark law, international i ntel lectual 
property law, and FDA law, and runs workshops on i ntel lectual 
property and student scholarsh ip .  She has written and 
lectured extensively about the role of inte l lectua l  property 
in biopharmaceutical research, publ ishing in leading law 
reviews and scientific journa ls .  She spent the 1 999-2000 
academic year as a visiting professor of law, sc i ence. and 
technology at Stanford Law School and the spring of 201 2 
as a visiting scholar at the Berkeley Center for Law & 
Technology. Eisenberg has played an active ro le in publ ic 
pol icy debates concerning the role of i ntel lectua l  property in  
biopharmaceutical research, advising the National I nstitutes 
of Health and the National Academies of Science. She is a 
graduate of Stanford University and Boalt Ha l l  School of Law 
at the University of Ca l i fornia, Berkeley, where she was articles 
editor of the California Law Review. Fol lowing law school she 
served as law clerk for the Hon. Robert F. Peckham of the U .S .  
D istrict Court for the Northern District of Cal ifornia and then 
practiced law as a l itigator in San Francisco. She joined the 
Michigan Law faculty in  1 984. 
Rebecca S .  E i sen be rg 
P hoebe C El lsworth, the Frank Murphy D ist inguished University Professor of Law and Psychology, has conducted pioneering scholarshi p  in the field of psychology and law. 
She has publ ished widely on the subjects of person perception 
and emotion, pub l ic opinion and the death penal ty, and jury 
behavior. Her most recent articles have appeared in the 
Alabama Law Review (Meador Lecture Series), Psychological 
Review, Emotion Review, and Psychological Science. She 
holds a joint appointment in the Psychology Department at the 
University of Michigan. E l lsworth is a fe l low of the American 
Academy of Arts and Sciences and vice president of the Death 
Pena lty Information Center. She received the 201 6  James 
McKeen Cattel l  Award for l ifetime achievement in appl ied 
research from the Association for Psychological Science. 
In 2014, she was the recipi ent of the Nal in i  Ambady Award 
for Mentoring Exce l lence and the Career Contribution Award 
from the Society for Personal ity and Social Psychology. She 
is  a graduate of Harvard and Stanford un iversities. 
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R ichard D. Friedman. the Alene and Al lan F. Smith Professor of Law, is an expert on evidence and U S Supreme Court hi story. He is al so one of a few scho lars developing a 
new fi eld, examini ng sports and games as l egal systems. 
Friedman is the general editor of The New Wigmore. a mult i ­
vo lume treatise on evidence. His textbook, The Elements of 
Evidence. is now in its third edition, and he is coauthor of Park 
& Friedman's Evidence: Cases and Materials. now in its 1 2th 
edition. He al so has written many law review articles and 
essays. I n  Crawford v. Washington, 541 U.S. 36 (2004). the 
U.S .  Supreme Court radical ly transformed the law governing 
the right of an accused to "be confronted with the witnesses 
against him" by adopting a "test imonia l "  approach. 
which Friedman had long advocated; he now maintains 
the Confrontation Blog to comment on related issues and 
developments. and he has successfu l ly argued two fol low-
up cases, Hammon v. Indiana and Briscoe v. Virginia. in the 
Supreme Court. Friedman earned a BA and a JD from Harvard, 
where he was an editor of the Harvard Law Review. and a 
DPhi l in modern history from Oxford University. He c lerked 
for Chief Judge I rving R. Kaufman of the U.S .  Court of 
Appeals tor the Second Circuit, then practiced law in 
New York City. He joi ned the law School faculty in 
1 988 from Cardozo law School. He is a 201 0 recipient 
of the Patriot Award from the Washtenaw County 
Bar Association. 
R i cha rd D .  Fr i ed ma n 
B ruce W Frier is the John and Teresa D'Arms Distinguished Un iversity Professor of Classics and Roman Law. He is the author of numerous books and articles on economic 
and social history, focusing especia l ly on Roman law. His 
publ ications include Landlords and Tenants in Imperial Rome, 
The Rise of the Roman Jurists, A Casebook on the Roman 
Law of Delict, A Casebook on Roman Family Law, and The 
Modem Law of Contracts, now in its third edition and written 
with Michigan Law faculty col league J.J. White. He is a lso 
the genera l  editor of a forthcoming three-volume annotated 
trans lation of the Codex of Justinian. In addition to his Law 
School professorship, Frier served in 2001 -2002 as the interim 
chair for the Department of Classical Studies at the University 
of M ichigan and holds a joint appointment in that department. 
He is a lso a member of both the American Phi losophical Society 
and the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. Frier received 
a BA from Tri n ity Col lege and a PhD in classics from Princeton 
Un iversity. He was a fel low of the American Academy in  
Rome and taught at  Bryn Mawr Col lege before jo ining U-M's 
Department of Class ica l Studies in 1 969. He has taught at the 
Law School since 1 981 . In 201 0, he received the D istinguished 
Faculty Governance Award from the University of M ichigan. 
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Samue l  R .  G ross 
S amuel R .  Gross, the Thomas and Mabel Long Professor of Law, graduated from Columbia Col lege in 1 968 and earned a JD from the Un iversity of Cal ifornia at Berkeley 
in 1 973. He was a cr iminal defense attorney in San Francisco 
for several years, and worked as an attorney with the United 
Farm Workers Union in Cal iforn ia and the Wounded Knee 
Legal Defense Committee in Nebraska and South Dakota. 
As a cooperating attorney for the NAACP Lega l  Defense 
and Educational Fund I nc .  in New York and the National 
Jury Project in Oakland, Cal ifornia, he l it igated a series of 
test cases on jury selection in capital tria l s  and worked on 
the issue of rac ia l  d iscrimination in  the use of the death penalty. 
He was a visiting lecturer at Yale Law School and came to the 
University of M ichigan from the Stanford Law School facu lty. 
Gross teaches evidence, criminal procedure, and courses on 
wrongful cr iminal convictions. H is publ ished work inc ludes 
articles and books on evidence law, the death pena lty, false 
convictions. rac ia l  profi l ing, eyewitness identification, and the 
re lationship between pretrial barga in ing and trial verdicts. 
Gross is the editor of the National Registry of Exonerations. 
which was launched in May 201 2 and mainta ins a detai led 
on l ine database of a l l  known exonerations in  the Un ited 
States since 1 989. Recently, in addition to several reports 
written for the National Registry of Exonerations. G ross 
coauthored a study, publ ished in 201 4 in the Proceedings 
of the National Academy of Science, that estimated that 
more than 4 percent of defendants sentenced to death 
in  the United States s ince 1 973 were innocent. 
P rofessor Monica Hakimi is the associate dean for academic programming. She teaches and writes on publ ic international law and U S .  foreign relations law. with a 
particu lar focus on the informal ways in wh ich international 
law adapts to contemporary cha l lenges. Much of her research 
addresses that issue in the contexts of human rights law, the 
law of armed conflict. and the law governing the cross-border 
use of armed force. Hakimi earned her JD from Yale Law School 
in 2001 and her BA, summa cum /aude, from Duke University. 
Fo l l owing law school. Hakimi c lerked for the Hon. K imba Wood 
of the Southern D istrict of New York and later served as an 
attorney-adviser in the Office of  the Legal Adviser at the U.S .  
Department of State, where she counseled pol icymakers on 
non-prol iferation, the reconstruction of I raq, international 
investment d isputes, and civi l aviation. She a lso served as  
counsel before the  Iran-United States Claims Tribunal and 
worked on cases before the International Court of Justice, 
U.S. federal courts, and administrative agencies. 
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D anie l  Halberstam, the Eric Stein Col l egi ate Professor of Law, teaches and writes on U.S. constitutional law, European Union law, comparative constitutional law, 
and global governance. He is an internat ional ly recognized 
expert on constitutiona l law and federa l ism, and one of the 
principal architects of the theory of constitutional p lura l ism. 
Halberstam was founding d irector of the University's EU 
Center in  2000, and continues to serve as d i rector of the 
Law School 's European Legal Studies Program .  He lectures 
regularly throughout Europe, holding a position as external 
professor in the European Law Department at the Col lege of 
Europe, Bruges. Ha lberstam was a fel low at the I nstitute for 
Advanced Study (Wissenschaftskol leg). Ber l in ,  and serves on 
the lnstitute's advisory board. In 201 2, Ha lberstam del ivered 
the Genera l  Course on the European Union at the European 
University Institute in  Florence. Italy. In 201 4, Halberstam 
co-organized and chaired substantive d i scussions at a jo int 
meeting in Luxembourg of the Court of Justice of the European 
Union and the U.S. Supreme Court. In 201 5, he co-organized 
and chaired a closed-door working group in  Berl in of 
h igh-level European policymakers and offic ials on EU 
accession to the European Convention on Human Rights. 
Ha lberstam joined the facu lty from the U.S. Department 
of Justice, where he served in  the Office of Legal 
Counsel during the C l inton administration. He holds a 
BA (mathematics and psychology), summa cum laude 
and Phi Beta Kappa, from Columbia Col lege, and a JD 
from Yale law School. where he was a Coker Fel low 
for Constttutionef � efticies editor of the Yale 
�sft 
Da n i e l  Ha l be rstam 
J ames C. Hathaway, the James E. and Sarah A. Degan Professor of Law, is a leading authority on international refugee law whose work is regular ly cited by the most 
senior courts of the common law worl d .  He is the founding 
director of Michigan Law's Program in  Refugee and Asyl um 
Law and Distinguished Visiting Professor of Internati onal 
Refugee Law at the University of Amsterdam. From 2008 
to 201 0, Hathaway was on leave to serve as dean of the 
Melbourne Law School, where he establ ished Austra l ia's 
first a l l-graduate (JD) law program. Before join ing the Michigan 
faculty in  1 998, he was professor of law and associate dean of 
the Osgoode Hall Law School (Toronto), and has been appointed 
a visiting professor at the universities of Cairo, Ca l ifornia, 
Macerata, San Francisco, Stanford, Toronto, and Tokyo. 
He regularly provides tra in ing on refugee law to academic, 
non-governmenta l ,  and official audiences around the world. 
Hathaway's publ ications include The Law of Refugee Status 
(201 4), with Michel le Foster; Transnational Law: Cases and 
Materials (201 3). with Mathias Reimann, Timothy Dicki nson, 
and Joel Samuels; Human Rights and Refugee Law(201 3); 
The Rights of Refugees Under International Law (2005); 
Reconceiving International Refugee Law( l  997); and more 
than 80 journal articles. He is founding patron and senior 
adviser to Asyl um Access, a nonprofit organization committed 
to del ivering innovative legal aid to refugees in  the global 
South, and counsel on international protection to the U.S. 
Committee for Refugees and Immigrants. Hathaway s its on 
the editorial boards of the Journal of Refugee Studies, the 
Immigration and Nationality Law Reports, and reflaw.org. 
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Scott He rs hov i tz 
S cott Hershovitz is a professor of law and a professor of ph i losophy at the Un iversity of Michigan. He a lso d irects the Law and Ethics Program. Prior to jo in ing 
the faculty at M ichigan. he was an attorney-adviser on the 
appel late staff of the Civil Division of the U.S Department of 
Justice. He a lso served as a law clerk for Justice Ruth Bader 
G i nsburg of the U S. Supreme Court and the Hon. Wi l l iam 
A. Fletcher of  the N inth Circuit. Hershovitz earned an AB in 
pol itica l science and phi losophy and an MA in ph i losophy from 
the University of Georgia .  He also holds a JD from Ya le and a 
DPhil in law from the University of Oxford. where he studied 
as a Rhodes Scholar. Hershovitz teaches and writes about 
jurisprudence and tort law. His publ ications incl ude "The End 
of Jurisprudence" ( Yale Law Journal, 201 5). "The Model of 
Plans and the Prospects for Positivism" (Ethics, 20 1 4). and 
"Harry Potter and the Trouble with Tort Theory" ( Stanford 
Law Review, 201 O). 
D on Herzog is the Edson R. Sunderland Professor of Law H is  main teaching interests are pol itical, mora l ,  legal , and social theory; constitutional interpretation; torts; 
and the First Amendment. He is the author of numerous books, 
i nc luding the forthcoming Defaming the Dead. Herzog holds 
an AB from Corne l l  University and an AM and PhD from 
Harvard Un ivers ity, where he studied government. He joined 
the Pol it ical Science Department at the University of Michigan 
i n  1 983 and holds a joint appointment with that department 
and the Law Schoo l .  I n  201 1 ,  Herzog was selected by the 
U-M student body to receive its coveted Golden Apple, the 
only University teaching award given by students themselves. 
He is the first law professor to receive a Golden Apple in the 
award's 20-year h istory. 
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J ames R. H ines Jr. is the L. Hart Wright Col legiate Professor of Law and codirector of the Law and Economics Program at Michigan Law. He is a lso 
the R ichard A Musgrave Col leg iate Professor of Economics 
in U-M's Department of Economics and serves as the research 
d i rector of the Office of Tax Pol icy Research in U-M's Stephen 
M. Ross School of Busi ness. Hines's research is focused on 
various aspects of taxation. He taught at Princeton and 
Harvard universities prior to jo in ing the Mich igan faculty 
in  1 997, and has held visiting appointments at Columbia 
University; the London School of Economics; the University 
of Cal ifornia, Berkeley; and Harvard Law School. He is a 
research associate of the National Bureau of Economic 
Research, research d i rector of the I nternationa l Tax Pol icy 
Forum, former co-editor of the American Economic Association's 
Journal of Economic Perspectives. and once, long ago, served 
as an economist in the U.S. Department of Commerce. He holds 
a BA and MA from Ya le University and a PhD from Harvard, 
a l l  i n  economics. 
J ames R .  H i nes J r. 
P rofessor Nicholas Calcina Howson earned his BA from Wi l l iams Col lege and h is JD from Columbia Law Schoo l . He has spent many years l iving in the People's Republ ic 
of China, both as a scholar-working at Shangha i 's Fudan 
University, Beij ing University, China People's University, China 
University of Pol it ical Science and Law, and Shanghai's East 
China University of Pol itics and Law-and as a practicing 
lawyer based in Beij ing. A former partner at the New York­
based international law firm Pau l ,  Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton 
& Garrison LLP, he worked out of that firm's New York, Paris, 
London, and Beij ing offices, fina l ly as a managing partner of 
the firm's Asia practice based in the Chinese capita l .  During 
this time, he acted for c l ients in precedent-setting transactions, 
including the first Securities and Exchange Commission­
registered IPO and New York Stock Exchange l i sting by a 
PRC-domici led issuer (Shandong Huaneng Power Development, 
1 994), and the first private placement of shares to fore ign 
interests in a newly privatized PRC joint stock company 
and subsequent IPOs on the domestic Chinese 
capital markets (the Soros purchase of a 25 
percent stake in Hainan Airl ines and subsequent 
B- and A-share offerings, 1 995 to 1 996). Howson 
writes and lectures widely on Chinese law topics, 
focusing on Chinese corporate law and securities 
regulation, Chinese capita l markets, Chinese legal 
h istory, and the development of constitutional ism 
in Greater China. Howson has been a consu ltant 
to the Ford Foundation. the United Nations 
Development Programme. the Asian Development 
Bal}k, :the Chinese. � nf Social Sciences, and 
· w eae>·�- � 
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BA, University of North Carol ina;  JD, George Washington 
D o u g l a s A. Ka h n  
D ouglas A. Kahn, the Pau l  G .  Kauper Professor of Law, teaches courses that inc lude Tax Planning for Bus iness Transact ions, Taxation of Ind ividual Income, Corporate 
Taxat ion, Pa rtnership Tax, and Legal Process. He coauthored 
two casebooks, one on corporate taxation and one on taxation 
of transfers of wealth, as we l l  as several textbooks on those 
subjects and on individual income taxation. A coauthored 
book, Federal Income Tax, was publ ished in 201 1 ,  and another 
coauthored book, Principles of Corporate Taxation, was 
publ i shed in 201 0. His recent articles have incl uded "Tax 
Consequences When a New Employer Bears the Cost of the 
Employee's Terminating a Prior Employment Relationsh ip" 
(coauthored), publ ished in the Florida Tax Review, "Prevention 
of Double Deductions of a Single Loss: So lutions in Search of 
a Problem" (coauthored), published in the Virginia Tax Review, 
"The Taxation of a G ift or Inheritance from an Employer," 
published in The Tax Lawyer, and "A Proposed Replacement 
of the Tax Expenditure Concept and a Different Perspective on 
Acce lerated Depreciation," publ ished in the Florida State 
University Law Review. Prior to beginning his academic 
career, Kahn practiced in Washington, D .C . .  and served 
as a trial attorney with both the c ivil and tax divisions 
of the U.S. Department of Justice. A graduate of the 
Un iversity of North Carol ina and of The George 
Washington University Law School .  he joined 
the Law School faculty i n  1 964. 
E l ien 0. Katz, the Ralph W. Aigler Professor of Law, writes and teaches about e lection law, civi l  rights and remedies, and equal protection. Her scholarship addresses questions 
of m inority representation. political equal i ty, and the ro le of 
i nstitutions in  craft ing and implementing anti-discrimi nation 
laws. Katz has publ ished numerous articles including an 
influential empirica l study of l itigation under the Voting Rights 
Act. Prior to jo in ing the Michigan faculty, Katz practiced as an 
attorney with the appel late sections of the U.S .  Department 
of Justice's Civil Division and its Environment and Natural 
Resources Division. She was a judic ia l  c lerk for Justice David 
H. Souter of the U.S. Supreme Court and for the Hon. Judith 
W. Rogers of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit. 
She earned her JO in 1 994 from Ya le Law School, where 
she served as articles editor of the Yale Law Journal. She 
graduated summa cum laude from Yale College in 1 99 1  
with a BA i n  hi story. 
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Vikramaditya S. Khanna. the Wi l l iam W Cook Professor of Law, is faculty director of the Directors' Col lege for G lobal Business and Law and codirector of the Joint 
Centre for Global Corporate and Financial Law & Pol icy, a 
col laboration between Michigan Law and Ind ia's Jindal G loba l 
Law School. He earned his SJD at Harvard Law School, where 
he has been a visiting faculty member. He served as a senior 
research fellow at Columbia and Yale law schools, and as a 
visiting scholar at Stanford Law School .  He was a recipient 
of the John M. O l in  Faculty Fel lowship in 2002-2003. His interest 
areas include corporate and securities law, corporate crime, 
law in India, corporate governance in emerging markets, and 
law and economics. He is the founding and current editor 
of both the India Law Abstracts and the White Collar Crime 
Abstracts on the Social Science Research Network. He has 
testified before the U.S. Congress and his papers have been 
published in, or are forthcoming in, the Harvard Law Review, 
the Journal of Finance, the Michigan Law Review, 
the Supreme Court Economic Review, the Journal 
of Empirical Legal Studies, the Journal of Law, 
Economics, and Organization, the Journal of 
Econometrics. and the Georgetown Law Journal. 
News publ ications in the United States. 
India. Germany, Switzerland. and the United 
Kingdom have quoted him. He has given talks 
at Harvard, Columbia, Stanford, and Yale 
Vi kramad i tya S .  Kha n na 
j ames E. Kr ier, the Earl Warren Delano Professor of Law, 
has taught courses on contracts, property, trusts and 
estates, behavioral law and economics, and pol l ution 
pol icy. His research interests are primarily i n  the fields of 
property and law and economics, and he is the author or 
coauthor of several books. inc luding Environmental Law and 
Policy, Pollution and Policy, and Property (Bth ed.) . Krier's most 
recent articles have been publ ished in the Harvard Law Review. 
the Supreme Court Economic Review, the UCLA Law Review, 
and the Cornell Law Review. A professor of law at UCLA and 
Stanford before joining the Michigan Law faculty in  1 983, he 
has been a visiting professor at Harvard Law School, Yeshiva 
University's Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law. and the 
University of Alabama Law School . He earned his BS with 
honors and his JD with highest honors from the University 
of Wisconsin ,  where he was articles editor of the Wisconsin 
Law Review. After graduation from law school. he served 
for one year as l aw clerk to the Hon. Roger J. Traynor, 
Chief J ustice of the Supreme Court of Cal iforn ia. 
He then practiced law for two years with Arnold 
& Porter in  Washington, D.C. I n  201 2. he  was 
awarded the Brigham-Kanner Property Rights Prize. 
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J ess i ca L i tm a n  
J essica Litman, the John F. Nickol I Professor of Law, is the author of Digital Copyright and the coauthor, with Jane G insburg and Mary Lou Kevl in ,  of the casebook 
Trademarks and Unfair Competition Law: Cases and Materials. 
Before rejoin ing the Mich igan faculty i n  2006, Litman was 
a professor of law at Wayne State University in Detroit, a 
visiting professor at New York University School of Law and 
at American University Washington Col lege of Law, as wel l 
as a professor at Michigan Law from 1 984 to 1 990. I n  addition, 
she has taught copyright law at the Un iversity of Tokyo as part 
of the Law Faculty Exchange Program. Litman is a past trustee 
of the Copyright Society of the USA and a past chair of the 
Association of American Law Schools Section on Intel lectual 
Property. She is an adviser for the American Law l nstitute's 
Restatement of Copyright, and a member the advisory council 
of the Future of Music Coal i tion and the advisory board of 
Cyberspace Law Abstracts. She graduated from Reed Col lege, 
earned an MFA at Southern Methodist Univers ity, and holds 
a JD  from Columbia Law School .  
Kyle D. Logue, the Wade H .  and Dares M. McCree Col legiate Professor of Law, is a leading scholar and teacher in the fields of insurance, tax, and torts. I n  h is  
scho larsh ip  and teaching, Logue uses insights from economics, 
psychology, and other d isci pl ines to shed l ight on issues relating 
to the al location, regulation, and fa ir d istribution of risk in 
society. His  recent research includes work on how private 
insurance contracts regulate individual and commercial  behavior 
and on how publ ic law regulates the behavior of insurance 
companies. Logue is  the coauthor of a leading casebook on 
insurance Jaw and pol icy and is  one of the reporters for the 
American Law lnstitute's Restatement of the Law of L iabi l ity 
Insurance. He served as the Law School's associate dean for 
academic affairs from 2006 to 2008. Logue earned his BA. 
summa cum laude, from Auburn University in 1 987, where 
he was a National Harry S. Truman Scho lar and a Phi Kappa 
Phi Schol ar. He received his JD from Yale Law School, 
where he was an O l i n  Scholar in  Law and Economics 
and an artic les editor of the Yale Law Journal. Before 
beginning h is  career as a professor at Michigan, 
he served as a law c lerk to the Hon. Patrick E. 
Higginbotham of the U.S.  Court of Appeals for 
the Fifth C i rcuit and worked as an attorney for 
the law firm of Sutherland, Asbi l l  & Brennan 
in Atlanta. 
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C athar ine A MacKinnon is the E l izabeth A Long Professor of Law at M ichigan Law and the l ong-term James Barr Ames Visit ing Professor of Law at Harvard Law School .  
She ho lds a BA from Smith Col lege, a JD from Ya le Law School. 
and a PhD in  pol i t ical sc ience from Yal e .  She specia l i zes in 
sex equal ity issues under international and domest ic law. 
She pioneered the legal c la im for sexua l harassment and,  w ith 
Andrea Dwork in .  created ord inances recogn iz ing pornography 
as a civil rights violat ion and the Swedish model  for abol ish ing 
prostitut ion.  The Supreme Court of Canada has largely 
accepted her approaches to equal ity, pornography, and hate 
speech, which have been influentia l  internat iona l l y  as we l l .  
Representing Bosnian women survivors o f  Serbian genocidal 
sexual atrocities. she won with co-counsel a damage award of 
$745 mi l l ion in  August 2000 i n  Kadic v. Karadzic under the Al ien 
Tort Act, the first recogn ition of rape a s  an act of genocide. 
Among the schools at which she has taught a re Ya le. Stanford. 
Chicago, Harvard .  Osgoode Ha l l .  Basel (Switzerland). Hebrew 
Un iversity (Jerusalem). and Columbia .  She was awarded 
res i dential fe l l owships at the I nstitute for Advanced Study, 
Stanford, the Wissenschaftskol leg zu Ber l in ,  and the 
Un iversity of Cambridge. MacKinnon's scholar ly books 
include the casebook Sex Equality (200 1 /2007). Are 
Women Human? (2006). Women s Lives, Men s Laws 
(2005), Only Words ( 1 993), Toward a Feminist Theory 
of the State ( 1 989), Feminism Unmodified ( 1 987), and 
Catha r i ne  A. Mac K i n n on  
N ina A. Mendelson, the Joseph L. Sax Col legiate Professor of Law. teaches and conducts research in the areas of administrative law, environmental 
law. statutory interpretation, and the legis lative process. 
Her work is publ ished in  prominent law reviews and has been 
cited by U .S .  Supreme Court justices (in di ssent). Her article, 
"Disclosing Pol itical Oversight of Agency Decision Making , "  
was chosen as the best scholarly article in  the field in 201 0  
by the American Bar Association's Section on Admin istrative 
Law and Regulatory Practice. She is a publ ic member of the 
Administrative Conference of the Un ited States. She currently 
serves as one of three U.S. special legal advisers to the 
NAFTA Commission on Environmental Cooperation and is a 
member scholar at the Center for Progressive Reform. Prior to 
jo in ing the Michigan Law faculty in 1 999, Mendelson served 
for several years as an attorney with the U.S. Department of 
Justice's Environment and Natural Resources D ivision, l itigating 
and advising other federal agencies on legislative and pol icy 
matters. She a lso participated extensively in federal l eg islative 
negot iations. Mendelson earned her AB in  economics. summa 
cum laude and Phi Beta Kappa, from Harvard University. 
Her JO i s  from Yale Law School. where she was an art ic les 
editor of the Yale Law Journal. Fol lowing law school, she 
clerked for the Hon. Pierre Leval i n  the Southern D istrict 
of New York and for the Hon. John Wa lker Jr., '66, on 
the Second Circuit. She a lso has worked for the Senate 
Committee on Environment and Publ ic Works and practiced 
law with Hel ler, Ehrman. White & McAu l iffe of Seattle. 
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G abe Mend low is an assistant professor of law and assistant professor of ph i losophy. He teaches and writes in  the areas of cr iminal law. tort law. moral ph i losophy, 
and phi losophy of law. Mendlow served for several years as 
a specia l  ass istant U .S .  attorney in  the U.S .  Attorney's Office 
in Detroit, where he hand led tria l - level and appel late cases 
involving guns. drugs. fraud. theft. and counterfeit ing. He 
previously served as a law clerk to Justice R ichard N. Palmer 
of the Connecticut Supreme Court and as  a postdoctoral 
associate in law and phi losophy at Ya le University. Mend low 
holds a JD from Yale Law School. a PhD in ph i losophy from 
Princeton University, and an AB in social studies from 
Harvard Col lege. He is a member of the Connecticut Bar. 
Gab r i e l  Mend l ow 
W i l l iam I. M i l ler, the Thomas G. Long Professor of Law. has been a member of the Michigan Law faculty s ince 1 984. His research centers on saga 
Iceland, from whence the materials stud ied in his course 
Bloodfeuds and which provides the sources for his Bloodtaking 
and Peacemaking: Feud. Law. and Society in Saga Iceland 
( 1 990) He a lso has written about emotions. mostly unpleasant 
ones involving self-assessment. and select vices and virtues. 
Thus his books: Humiliation ( 1 993); The Anatomy of Disgust 
( 1 997}-named the best book of 1 997 in anthropology/sociology 
by the Association of American Publ ishers; The Mystery of 
Courage (2000); Faking lt(2003). which deals with anxieties 
of ro le. ident ity, and posturings of authenticity; and Losing 
It (201 1 ). where he turns a jaund iced eye toward aging and 
decline. The Chicago Tribune named Losing It ta its l ist of best 
books of the year; Mac leans magazine of Canada also I isted 
it in its top 1 0  nonfiction books of 201 1 .  Eye for an Eye (2006) 
is an extended treatment of the law of the tal ion. Audun and 
the Polar Bear: Luck. Law. and Largesse in a Medieval Tale 
of Risky Business (2008) offers an expansive interpretation 
of a superbly crafted short Icelandic ta le .  His most recent 
book appeared in 201 4: "Why is your axe bloody:" 
A Reading of Njals Saga. He earned his BA from 
the University of Wisconsin and received both a 
PhD in Engl ish and a J D  from Yale .  He a lso has 
been a visiting professor at Yale, the University 
of Chicago, the University of Bergen, the 
University of Tel Aviv, and Harvard, and in  
2008, was the Carnegie Centenary Trust 
Professor at the University of St Andrews. 
"ri 
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P rofessor Ju l ian Davis Mortenson specia l i zes in constitutional and transnational law. His research focuses on the a l l ocation of publ ic authority in both 
international and domestic governance, frequently from a 
historical perspective. He currently serves as co-editor of 
the Contemporary Practice of the Un ited States section of the 
American Journal of International Law. Mortenson is active 
in both international arbitration and domestic constitutional 
l itigation. He was lead counsel on a team that recently secured 
a permanent injunction requiring Michigan to recognize the 
marriages of more than 300 same-sex couples. He a lso has 
served as arbitrator. counsel, and expert witness in commercial 
and investor-state disputes under the ICC, ICSIO, UNCITRAL. 
and VIAC rules, and has l itigated complex transnational matters 
in the U.S .  courts, inc luding actions involving the enforcement 
of foreign law and foreign judgments. Other representative 
matters include his work as one of the principal drafters of the 
merits briefs in the landmark case Boumediene v. Bush, which 
secured the right of Guantanamo detainees to chal lenge their 
incarceration. and his representation of d ischarged mi l itary 
service members chal lenging the "Don't Ask. Don't Tel l "  law 
prior to its congressional repeal .  Before joining the Michigan 
Law faculty, Mortenson worked at the law firm WilmerHale. 
i n  the President's Office of the International Crimina l  
Tribunal tor the former Yugoslavia. and as a law clerk 
for both Justice David H.  Souter and the Hon. J. Harvie 
Wi lki nson I l l .  Prior to law school, he was a management 
consultant with a c l ient portfolio spann ing the finance. 
manufacturing, oi l and 98$. and information technology 
i�I :Of hit $ss 
J u l i a n  Dav i s M o rte nson  
B i l l  Novak, the Charles F. and Edith J. Clyne Professor of Law, is an award-winning legal scholar and h istor ian.  He teaches i n  the fields of legal h istory, legis lation. 
and regulation, and h is research interests focus on the history 
of the modern American regulatory state. He was previously 
a professor of h istory at the University of Chicago and a 
research professor at the American Bar Foundation. In 1 996, 
he publ ished The People 's Welfare: Law and Regulation 
in Nineteenth-Century America, which won the American 
Historical Association's Littleton-Griswold Prize for Best Book 
in the History of Law and Society. He a lso co-edited a volume 
on The Democratic Experiment i n  2003 with Meg Jacobs 
and Ju l ian Zel izer, and a volume on Boundaries of the State 
in U.S. History i n  201 5  with J im Sparrow and Steve Sawyer. 
He is currently collaborating with Naomi Lamoreaux and The 
Tobin Project on a volume on The Corporation and American 
Democracy with a projected publ ication date of 201 6. He also 
cont inues to work on h is own monographic research project 
entitled "The Creation of the Modern American State." 
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j ohn A E. Pottow. the John Ph i l ip  Dawson Col leg iate 
Professor of Law. is an i nternationally recognized expert 
in the field of bankruptcy and commercial law. His award­
winning scholarship concentrates on the issues i nvolved in the 
regu lation of cross-border insolvencies as we l l  as consumer 
financial d istress. On behalf of the International I nsolvency 
I nstitute. Pottow serves as an NGO observer for the United 
Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL) 
Working Groups on Insolvency and Arbitration. He has publ ished 
in prominent legal journals in the United States and Canada and 
testified before Congress. He frequently provides commentary 
for national and international media outlets. such as NPR. 
CNBC. CNN. C-SPAN. Al Jazeera America. and the BBC. He 
also has argued bankruptcy cases before the U.S.  Supreme 
Court, includ ing his successful pro bono representation of the 
respondent in Executive Benefits Insurance Agency v. Arkison 
(201 4). Pottow joined the Michigan Law faculty i n  2003. He 
previously worked at several bankruptcy firms. including Wei l .  
Gotshal and Manges of  New York and the former H i l l  & Barlow 
of Boston. His practice focused on debtor representation in 
complex Chapter 1 1  restructurings. He a lso was an active 
l itigator whose cases included representing a gender-based 
asylum seeker from Afghanistan in U.S. Immigration Court 
and a small bankruptcy party before the U.S. Supreme 
Court. He holds an AB in psychology, summa cum 
laude, from Harvard Col lege and a JD. magna cum 
laude, from Harvard Law School. where he served 
as treasurer of the Harvard law Review. Pottow 
clerked for the Rt Hon. Beverley Mclachl in. Chief 
Justice of Canada, and the Hon GU.ido Calabresi 
,tl.S. 
J o h n  A. E .  Pottow 
P rofessor J.J .  Prescott's research interests revolve around cr iminal law, sentencing law and reform, employment law, and the dynamics of civil l i tigation, particularly 
settlement. Much of his work is empirical in  focus. Current 
projects include an examination of the ramifications of post­
release sex offender laws, a study of the socio-economic 
consequences of criminal record expungement, an eva luation 
of the effects of prosecutorial discretion and decision-making 
on short- and long-term defendant outcomes, and an 
investigation into the nature and repercussions of partial 
settlements in civi l l itigation. I n  addit ion, Prescott is the 
principal investigator of the U-M Onl ine Court Project, which 
uses technology to help people facing warrants, fines, and 
minor charges resolve the ir d isputes with the government and 
courts on l ine and without the need to h i re an attorney. Prescott 
earned his JD, magna cum laude, in 2002 from Harvard Law 
School, where he was the treasurer (Vol .  1 1 5) and an editor 
of the Harvard Law Review. After clerki ng for the Hon. Merrick 
B.  Garland on the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit, he 
went on to earn a PhD in economics from the Massachusetts 
I nstitute of Technology in 2006. 
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P rofessor Eve Brensike Primus, '01 , teaches crim inal law, criminal procedure. evidence, and habeas corpus, and writes about structura l reform in  the criminal justice 
system. Her scholarship has been cited by the U S .  Supreme 
Court as well as state appellate courts. She has won the 
L .  Hart Wright Award for Excel lence in Teaching and has 
been nominated for the University-wide Golden Apple Teaching 
Award. Before joining the Michigan Law faculty, she was 
an attorney in the Maryland Office of the Public Defender. In 
that office, Primus worked both as a trial attorney and as an 
appel late l it igator, appearing several times before the state's 
highest court. Primus also has participated in the lawmaking 
process, giving legislative testimony and helping to d raft 
proposed legislation on criminal justice issues. Primus holds 
a BA. magna cum laude, from Brown University and a JO, 
summa cum laude, from Michigan Law. I n  law school, she 
was an articles editor for the Michigan Law Review, a board 
member for the Henry M. Campbel l  Moot Court Competition, 
and the winner of the Henry M. Bates Memorial Scholarsh ip 
Award-the Law School's highest honor. Prior to law school. 
Primus worked as a criminal investigator for the Public 
Defender Service in Washington, O.C. After law school. 
she clerked for the Hon. Stephen Reinhardt of the 
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circu it. 
Eve Bren s i ke Pr i m u s 
R ichard Primus, the Theodore J .  St. Antoine Col leg iate Professor of Law, teaches the law, theory, and history of the U .S .  Constitution. In 2008, he won the first-ever 
Guggenheim Fel lowship i n  Constitutional Studies for his 
work on the relationship between h istory and constitutional 
interpretation. His scholarsh ip has been cited in opin ions of 
the justices of the Supreme Court of the United States. Primus 
works with constitutional law on the state level as wel l  as the 
federal. He has helped state governmental agencies, nonprofit 
organizations, and private businesses solve practical problems 
i nvolving state-level constitutional law, both in Michigan and i n  
other states. The students o f  Michigan Law School have g iven 
Primus the L. Hart Wright Award for Excellence in Teaching 
on four separate occasions. Primus graduated from Harvard 
Col lege in 1 992 with an AB, summa cum laude, in social 
studies. He then earned a DPhil in politics at Oxford, where 
he was a Rhodes Scholar and the Jowett Senior Scholar at 
Bal l io l  Col lege. After studying law at Ya le, Primus clerked 
for the Hon. Guido Calabresi on the Second Circuit and for 
U .S .  Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg. He then 
practiced law at the Washington, D .C , office of Jenner & 
Block before joining the Michigan Law faculty in 2001 . 
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Adam C. Pritchard, the Frances and George Skestos Professor of Law, teaches corporate and securities law. He is the author. with Stephen J. Choi, of Securities 
Regulation. Cases and Analysis, currently in  its fourth edition. 
His research focuses on securities class actions, Securities 
and Exchange Commission (SEC) enforcement, and the hi story 
of securities law in the U.S. Supreme Court. His articles have 
appeared in the American Law and Economics Review, the 
Journal of Empirical Legal Studies, the Journal of Finance, 
the Journal of Law, Economics, and Organizations, and various 
law reviews. Pritchard holds BA and JD degrees from the 
University of Virginia, as we l l  as an MPP from the Harris School 
of Public Policy at the University of Chicago. While at Virgin ia, 
he was an O l in  Fellow in Law and Economics and served as 
articles development editor of the Virginia Law Review. After 
graduation, he clerked for the Hon. J. Harvie Wilk inson I l l  of 
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit and served as 
a Bristow Fel low in the Office of the Sol icitor General at the 
U.S. Department of Justice. After working in private practice, 
Pritchard served as senior counsel in the Office of the 
General Counsel of the SEC, where he wrote appel late 
briefs and studied the effect of recent reforms in the 
areas of securities fraud litigation. He received the 
SEC's Law and Policy Award for his work in  United 
States v. O'Hagan, i n  which the U.S .  Supreme 
Court upheld the misappropriation theory of insider 
trading. Pritchard has been a visiting professor at 
the Northwestern Un iversity School of Law. the 
Geor� UnMn.ity Law Center. and 'the Univer� 
� H• m 
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S teven R. Ratner. the Bruno Simma Col legiate Professor of Law, came to Michigan Law in 2004 from the University of Texas School of Law. H is  teaching and research focus 
on publ ic internationa l  law and on a range of cha l l enges facing 
governments and international institutions s ince the Cold War. 
inc lud ing territo rial d isputes. counter-terror ism strategies, 
ethnic conflict. state and corporate duties regard ing foreign 
i nvestment. and accountabil ity for human rights violations. 
Ratner has written and lectured extensively on the law of war. 
and is a l so interested in the intersection of international law 
and moral phi losophy and other theoretical issues. A member 
of the board of editors of the American Journal of International 
Law from 1 998 to 2008, he began h is  legal career as  an 
attorney-adviser in the Office of  the Legal Adviser at the 
U .S .  State Department. In 1 998- 1 999, he was appointed by 
the UN secretary-general to a three-person group of experts 
to consider options for bringing the Khmer Rouge to j ustice. 
and he has si nce advised governments. NGOs, and international 
organizations on a range of i nternational law issues. I n  
2008-2009, h e  served in the legal division o f  the International 
Committee of the Red Cross in  Geneva. Since 2009, he has 
served on the State Department's Advisory Committee 
on International Law and since 201 3, he has been 
an adviser to the American Law Institute for the 
Restatement (Fourthl of the Foreign Relations 
Law of the United States. In 201 0-201 1 .  he was a 
member of the UN's three-person Panel of Experts 
on Accountabi l ity in Sri Lanka. which advised 
Secretary-Genera l Ban Ki-moon on human rights 
violati� tf•.-. """' "·......, ... 
Steve n R .  Ratn e r  
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Dona l d  H .  R ega n 
D onald H. Regan, the Wi l l iam W Bishop J r. Col leg i ate Professor of Law, is a lso a professor of ph i losophy at the Un iversity of M ichigan. He teaches and writes on 
international trade law. particu lar ly the impact of trade law 
on national health, safety, and environmenta l regu lat ion; on 
moral and pol itical ph i losophy, with a specia l  interest in the 
theory of the good; and on constitutional law, concentrating 
on federa l ism issues . Regan has been a member of the 
American Academy of Arts and Sciences since 1 998, and has 
been a Guggenheim Fel low, a fe l low at the National Center 
for the Humanities, and a visiting fel low at All Sou ls Col lege, 
Oxford. His book, Utilitarianism and Co-operation, shared the 
Frank l in J Matchette Prize of the American Phi losophica l 
Association for 1 979-1 980. Regan is a graduate of Harvard 
and the University of Virginia Law School .  He was a l so a 
Rhodes Scholar at Oxford University, where he earned a 
degree in economics, and he has a PhD i n  ph i losophy from 
the Un iversity of M ichigan. Regan began his academic teaching 
career at M ichigan i n  1 968. He has v isited at the University 
of Cal ifornia, Berkeley, the University of Virg i n ia. and the 
University of Zagreb. Currently, he teaches a seminar on 
the phi losophy of free trade in  the master's program in 
Law in  a European and G loba l Context at the Catho l ic  
University of Portugal (Lisbon). 
M ath ias W. Reimann, the Hessel E. Yntema Professor of Law, received h i s  basic legal education in Germany (Referendar, 1 978; Assessor, 1 98 1  ). He i s  a graduate 
of and ho lds a doctorate (Dr. i u r. Utr., 1 982) from the University 
of Fre iburg Law School ,  where he taught for several years. 
He is a lso a graduate of the Un iversity of M ichigan Law 
School (LLM, 1 983) . Reimann pub l ishes widely both in the 
United States and abroad in  the areas of comparative law, 
private i nternational law, and legal h istory. He has held 
visit ing appointments in many countries around the world, 
inc luding France, Ita ly, Japan, Israel, Germany, and Austria. 
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A ssistant Professor of Law Veronica Santarosa teaches first-year contract law, economic ana lys is  of law, and a seminar on the law and h istory of economic institutions. 
Her research interests include law and economics. financial 
economic h istory, and law and development. Her current 
projects examine. both empirica l ly and theoretical ly, how 
legal innovations and pol itica l institutions affect firms and 
financ ia l  markets now and throughout history. Santarosa holds 
a BA in economics from lbmec Bus i ness School i n  Brazi l .  an 
LLB from the Un iversity of Sao Pau lo ,  a master's degree from 
the University of Hamburg ,  an LLM from Yale  Law School, 
and a PhD in  economics from Yale University. Prior to join ing 
the Michigan Law faculty, she consulted for the Braz i l ian 
Admin istrative Counci l for Economic Protection, the Anheuser­
Busch I nBev M&A division, and for the World Bank-IFC. 
Veron i ca A.  Sa nta rosa 
M argo Schlanger, the Henry M. Butzel Professor of Law. is a leading authority on civi l rights i ssues and civi l and crimina l  detention. She joined the Law School 
faculty in  2009; her teach ing and research deal with civi l rights, 
pri son reform, torts, and surve i l lance. She a lso founded and 
heads the Civi l Ri ghts Litigation Cleari nghouse. She is the court­
appointed settlement monitor for Adams v. Kentucky Department 
of Corrections. a statewide civi l rights lawsuit deal ing with 
conditions of confinement for Kentucky's deaf prisoners. Before 
jo in ing Michigan, she had been a professor at Washington 
Un iversity in St. Louis and an assistant professor at Harvard Law 
School .  In 201 0 and 201 1 ,  Schlanger was on leave. serving as the 
presidenti a l ly appointed Officer for Civil Rights and Civi l Liberties 
at the U.S .  Department of Homeland Security (OHS) .  As the head 
of civil rights and civil l i berties for OHS, she was the Secretary's 
lead adviser on civi l rights and civi l  l i berties issues; in  that capacity, 
she testified before Congress; cha i red the Privacy, Civi l  R ights. and 
Civil Liberties Subcommittee of the federal I nformation Sharing 
Environment's Information Sharing and Access l nteragency Pol icy 
Committee; cha i red the lnteragency Coord i nating Counci l  on 
Emergency Preparedness and I ndividuals with D isabi l ities; served 
on the first U.S. Delegation to the UN Un iversal Periodic Review; 
and met with commun ity leaders and groups across America to 
ensure that their perspectives regard ing civi l rights and homeland 
security were considered i n  the Department's policy process. 
Schlanger earned her JD from Yal e  in 1 993. Whi l e  there, she 
served as book reviews editor of the Yale law Journal and 
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C arl E. Schneider. '78, the Chauncey Sti l lman Professor of Law and Professor of Internal Medicine. teaches courses on law and medic ine, regulating research,  property, law 
and morals, the sociology and ethics of the lega l  profession. 
and writing briefs. A central theme in  his scholarship criticizes 
some dominant regulatory ideas. particul arly those in the law 
of medic ine. For example. his book The Censor's Hand: The 
Misregulation of Human Subject Research (MIT Press, 201 5). 
examines a regulatory system whose usefulness is widely 
assumed but quite unproved and argues that that system is 
so perversely constructed that it cannot help doing more harm 
than good. Another example is More Than You Wanted to 
Know: The Failure of Mandated Disclosure (Princeton University 
Press, 2014), coauthored with Omri Ben-Shahar. It explains 
why government-mandated disclosure may be the most adored, 
most used, and least successful regu latory method in our 
time. His The Practice of Autonomy: Patients, Doctors, 
and Medical Decisions (Oxford Un iversity Press, 
1 998). which analyzes the mal ign effects of making 
patient autonomy the regulatory summum bonum, 
is another example of the project. Schneider is  
a lso the coauthor of  two innovative casebooks: 
With Marsha Garrison, he wrote The Law of 
Bioethics: Individual Autonomy and Social 
Regulation (West. 20 1 5. third ed ition). 
Ca r l  E .  Sch n e i d e r  
R ebecca J. Scott is the Charles G ibson Dist inguished University Professor of History and Professor of Law. At the Law School ,  she teaches a course on civi l rights 
and the boundaries of citizenship in historica l perspective, as 
we l l  as a seminar on the law in  slavery and freedom. Her most 
recent book. coauthored with Jean M.  Hebrard, is Freedom 
Papers: An A tlantic Odyssey in the Age of Emancipation 
(Harvard Un iversity Press. 201 2), which traces one fami ly's 
interaction with law and offic ia l  documents across five 
generations. from West Africa to the Americas to Europe. 
Freedom Papers was awarded the 201 2 Albert Beveridge 
Book Award in American Hi story and the James Rawley Book 
Prize in Atlantic H istory, both from the American H istorical 
Association. The book a lso has been awarded the 2013  Chinard 
Prize from the Society for French Historical Studies and the 
l nstitut Fran�ais d'Amerique. Among Scott's recent artic les are 
"Under Color of Law: Siliadin v. France and the Dynamics of 
Ens lavement in Historica l Perspective," in Jean Al la in. ed. ,  
The Legal Understanding of Slavery (Oxford University Press. 
201 2); "Paper Thin: Freedom and Re-ens lavement in the 
Diaspora of the Haitian Revolution," Law and History 
Review (November 201 1 ); and "Publ ic Rights, Social 
Equa lity, and the Conceptual Roots of the Plessy 
Chal lenge," Michigan Law Review (2008). Scott 
received an AB from Radcl iffe Col lege, an MPhi l  in 
economic h istory from the London School of Economics, 
and a PhD in h istory from Princeton Un iversity. She 
has held the Guggenheim Fel lowship and i s  a member 
of the American Academy of Arts and Seienc.es. She is 
tbe- p·� ��M� 
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P rofessor G i l  Seinfeld teaches and writes about federal jurisdiction. the constitutional law of federa l ism, and civil procedure. His recent scholarly work explores the ro le 
of national un ity in  shaping the contours of our constitutional 
law Prior to jo in ing the faculty, Seinfeld was an associate at 
the law firm of Wi lmer Cutler Pickering Hale & Dorr. where he 
focused on appe l late l itigation. Seinfe ld  a lso served as a law 
clerk to Justice Antonin Sca l ia of the U.S. Supreme Court and 
to the Hon. Guido Calabresi of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
Second C ircu it. In between these clerkships, he was a fel low in 
the Program in  Law and Public Affairs at Princeton University. 
Seinfeld holds an AB in government from Harvard Col lege and 
earned his JD. magna cum laude. from Harvard Law School. 
where he was managing editor of the Harvard Law Review. 
I n  2006, he was the recipient of M ichigan Law's L. Hart Wright 
Award for Excellence in Teaching .  His scholarly work has been 
published in  numerous law reviews including the Michigan 
Law Review, the University of Pennsylvania Law Review. 
and the California Law Review. Seinfeld is admitted to practice 
in  New York. 
P rofessor Bruno Simma returned to the Law School in fa l l  20 12  a s  a part-time professor of law after having served a n ine-year term as a judge at the International Court of 
Justice. Soon after his arrival, he was appointed as one of the 
three third-party j udges/arbitrators of the I ran-United States 
Claims Tribunal at The Hague and has been on admin istrative 
leave since fal l  20 1 3 . S imma first came to the Law School in 
1 986 as a visitor from the University of Mun ich Faculty of Law, 
where he taught international law and European Community 
law from 1 972 to 2003. From 1 987 to 1 992, he held a joint 
Munich-Ann Arbor faculty appointment. He returned as a 
visitor i n  1 995 and, s ince 1 997, has been a member of the Law 
School's Affiliated Overseas Faculty, more recently as a Wil l iam 
W. Cook G loba l Law Professor. S imma has served as dean of 
the Munich Faculty of Law and has been a visiting professor 
at several European un iversities. He is cofounder and editor 
of the European Journal of International Law, a cofounder of 
the European Society of International Law, and an associate 
member of the lnstitut de Oroit international. He has been 
awarded honorary degrees by the u niversities of Macerata, 
I nnsbruck, and Glasgow, as wel l  as a certificate of merit and, 
most recently, the Manley 0. Hudson Medal. the highest 
professional honor bestowed by the American Society of 
International Law. In 2005, New York University Law School 
made him the D istingui shed Global Law School Fel low. 
Together with Alfred Verdross. he coauthored Universelles 
VtJ/kerrecht. one of the most influential textbooks i n  
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P rofessor Sonja B. Starr jo ined the Law School facu lty in fa l l  2009 and teaches first-year Crimina l  Law, International Criminal  Law, and a seminar on the 
col lateral consequences of crim ina l  convictions. Her research 
interests include prosecutorial conduct, sentencing law 
and pol icy, remedies for violations of cr iminal defendants' 
rights. and re-entry of ex-offenders. Her research methods 
i nc lude quantitative empirical assessment of the effects of 
cr iminal justice pol ic ies as wel l  as ana lys is of legal theory and 
doctrine. Before coming to M ichigan Law, Starr taught at the 
University of Maryland School of Law and spent two years 
at Harvard Law School as a C l imenko Fel low and Lecturer on 
Law. Starr has c lerked for the Hon. Merrick Garland of the 
U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit and for the Hon. 
Mohamed Shahabuddeen of the shared Appeals Chamber 
of the International Crim ina l  Tribuna ls  for Rwanda and the 
former Yugoslavia in The Hague. Between these c lerksh ips, 
she was an associate with Goldstein & Howe, PC, in  
Washington, D.C . .  a firm spec ia l iz ing in  U.S. S upreme Court 
l i tigation. Starr earned her JD from Ya le Law School. where 
she served as senior editor of the Yale Law Journal and was 
awarded the American Bar Association's annual  Ross Student 
Writ ing Prize. She received her AB from Harvard, summa 
cum laude, and is a lso an  a lumna of the I nter-University 
Consortium for Pol it ical and Social Research Summer 
Program i n  Quantitative Methods. 
M ark D. West, the N ippon Life Professor of Law and dean of  the Law School, teaches Japanese Law, Crim ina l  Law, and Enterprise Organization. H is 
research focuses primari ly on Japanese law. He is the a uthor 
or coauthor of five books, inc lud ing Law in Everyday Japan and 
the casebook The Japanese Legal System. He has publ ished 
dozens of articles and essays in Michigan Law Review, 
University of Chicago Law Review, University of Pennsylvania 
Law Review, American Journal of Comparative Law, Journal 
of Legal Studies, Law and Society Review, and ( i n  Japanese) 
Jurisuto, Horitsu Jiho, and Leviathan, among others. H is  
pub l ications explore such d iverse topics as shareholder 
derivative suits, the evolution of corporate law, the education 
and career development of Japanese lawyers, and the ways in 
which Japanese court opinions frame l ove, sex. and marriage. 
West jo ined the M ichigan Law faculty in 1 998. He  served as 
d i rector of the Univers ity's Center for Japanese Studies from 
2003 to 2007, and as the Law School's associate dean for 
academic affairs from 2008 to 201 3. He has been an Abe Fel low 
at the University of Tokyo and a Fu lbr ight Scholar and fel low 
of the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science at  Kyoto 
Univers ity. Before entering academia, West practiced law 
at the firm Pau l .  Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton & Garrison LLP 
in New York and Tokyo. He c lerked for the Hon. Eugene 
H. N ickerson of the U.S. D istrict Court for the Eastern 
D istrict of New York. He has a BA from Rhodes 
Co l lege and a JD from Columbia Law School .  
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C hristina B. Whitman, '74, is the Francis A. Al len Col legiate Professor of Law and a professor of women's studies at the University of Michigan. From 2009 to 20 1 4  she 
served as U-M's vice provost for academic and faculty affairs. 
She is also a member of the board of trustees of the Law 
School Admissions Counci l .  Her research interests include 
federal courts, constitutional l itigation, torts, and femin ist 
jurisprudence, with a particular focus on questions of personal 
and institutional responsibil ity. From 1 997 to 200 1 ,  Whitman 
served as associate dean for academic affairs for the Law 
School .  From 2005 to 2007, she was special counsel to the 
provost for the pol icy on conflicts of interest/conflicts of 
commitment. A former editor-in-chief of the Michigan Law 
Review, Whitman holds three degrees from the University 
of M ichigan, including a law degree and a graduate degree 
in Chinese l iterature. She joined the M ichigan Law faculty 
in 1 976, after serving as law clerk to the Hon. Harold Leventhal 
of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circu it and to 
Justice Lewis Powel l  of the U.S. Supreme Court. 
She is the recipient of the 201 4  L. Hart Wright 
Award for Excel lence in Teaching. 
C h r i st i na  B .  Wh i tma n 
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P rofessor Al ic ia Alvarez is a c l i n ical professor of law and d i rector of the Community and Economic Development C l i nic, where she specia l izes in issues affecting nonprofit 
and community-based organizations. Her area of interest i s  
economic justice She  also has taught i n  the Michigan C l inical 
Law Program. where she focused on employment law. Prior to 
teaching at the Law School, Alvarez founded and d i rected the 
Community o.evelopment C l i n ic at DePaul University Col lege of 
Law. She also taught in  the Asylum and Immig ration C l in ic and 
the Civil Litigation Cl i n ic. Alvarez has been a visit ing professor 
at the University of Va lencia and at Boston Col lege Law School 
and was a Fulbright Scholar at the University of E l  Salvador. She 
has consulted with c l in ics throughout Latin America. From 201 2  
to 20 14, she served o n  the executive committee of the Section 
on C l in ical Legal Education of the Association of American Law 
Schools (AALS ) .  She served on the AALS Membership Review 
Committee from 201 2 to 2014  and chaired the committee from 
201 3  to 201 4. Alvarez is the coauthor (with Paul R. Tremblay) 
of Introduction to Transactional Lawyering Practice (West. 
201 3). Before teaching she was a staff attorney at Business 
and Profess ional People for the Public Interest and the Legal 
Ass istance Foundation of Chicago. Alvarez received her BA. 
magna cum laude. from Loyola University of Chicago and 
her JD, cum laude, from Boston Col lege Law School. 
P rofessor N icole Appleberry's, '94, research and teaching interests focus on the legal issues involved when vulnerable populations are caught up in systems 
beyond their experience and meaningful control-thus 
the intersection of tax law with other specia lties such as 
poverty, d isabi l i ty. immigration. domestic violence law, the 
empowerment of adversaries through mediation, and the 
developing legal status of animals. Appleberry was an 
assistant prosecuting attorney in Livingston County, Michigan. 
from 1 995 to 1 999, focusing on juveni le del inquency, domestic 
violence, and chi ld abuse and neglect. She is currently of 
counsel at Ferguson & Widmayer, P.C. in  Ann Arbor, where 
she special izes in tax-related matters. She is a Washtenaw 
County-approved civi l mediator, was cha ir of the Practice 
and Procedure Committee of the Taxation Section of the 
State Bar of Michigan. and served as co-chai r  of the Taxation 
Section of the Washtenaw County Bar Association. She earned 
her BA ( Engl ish, with honors, 1 988) and JD ( 1 994) from the 
University of Michigan, and her LLM (taxation, 2000) from 
Wayne State University. 
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P rofessor Michael L. Bloom teaches contracts. busi ness. and transactiona l law classes and d i rects the Transactional Lab & Cl in ic .  Pr ior to jo in ing the Law School faculty, he 
was a lecturer in law and the executive director of the 
Corporate Lab Transactiona l C l in ic .  which he cofounded, at 
the University of Ch icago Law Schoo l .  Addit ional ly, he practiced 
corporate and transactional law at Sid ley Austin LLP in Chicago. 
with a focus on technology transacti ons and mergers and 
acqu is it ions. Bloom i s  the coauthor of two books on contracts 
from a transact ional perspective: Contracts and Commercial 
Transactions and Contracts. A Transactional Approach, both 
publ ished by Aspen. One of his primary teaching and research 
objectives is to develop innovative materia ls  and methods for 
introducing practical elements into l egal education. in particu lar 
with respect to contracts and transactions .  His other 
teaching and research interests i nc lude negotiation, 
mediation, business organizations. sports law, 
and inte l lectual property. Bloom earned his 
JD from Ya le Law School ,  where he served 
as a teaching fel low and helped launch a 
community development bank as part of 
the Community Development Financial 
Institutions C l in ic .  He earned his BA with 
highest d istinction from the University of 
M ichigan, where he studied American 
history and was a Dean's Merit Scholar 
and a member of the Bentley Society. 
M i chae l L .  B l oo m  
P rofessor El izabeth Campbel l .  ' 1 1 .  is a c l i n i cal assistant professor of l aw in the Human Traffick ing C l in ic .  She has dedicated her legal career to serving ind ividuals who have 
experienced abuse and exploitati on. Her research and teaching 
interests focus on human trafficking, immigration. domestic 
violence. and cr im ina l law. She spearheaded a p i lot project in 
partnership with Washtenaw County a imed at better respond i ng 
to victims of human trafficking that a re arrested and/or charged 
with prostitution and related offenses. Under Campbel l 's 
leadership, the Human Trafficking Cl in ic is currently receiving 
a $500,000 grant from the U.S .  Department of Justice in order 
to better understand and provide services to individuals who 
have experienced human trafficking and domestic violence or 
sexual assault. She regul arly tra ins  attorneys, law enforcement. 
medical professiona ls .  and social services providers on 
assessing and identifying victims of human trafficking, as we l l  
as best practices in  provid ing comprehensive legal services to 
victims. Campbel l  received her BA. with distinction, from the 
Un iversity of Michigan a nd earned her JD. cum laude, from 
M ichigan Law. During law school. she was a Michigan refugee 
and asyl um law fel low with the Refugee Status Appea ls  
Authority in  New Zea land and a project coordinator for  Fami ly 
Law Project. a d ivision of Legal Services of South Central 
Mich igan .  Prior to law school .  she worked as an advocate 
at a local center provid ing services to survivors of sexual 
assau lt. domestic violence. and sta l king. 
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P rofessor Bridgette Ca rr, '02, i s  the founding d i rector of Michigan Law's Human Trafficking Cl in ic , the first c l i n ical law program solely devoted to address ing this issue 
comprehensively. Ca rr, her col leagues, and a new generation 
of tra inees have provided free legal services to victims since 
2009, supporting the wide-ranging needs of men, women, and 
chi ldren ,  both foreign nationa ls  and U .S .  citizens, who have 
been victimized by a range of trafficking crimes. Carr is working 
with university partners around the world to deve lop s imi lar 
programs to combat human trafficking a nd tra in law students, 
and has helped establ ish un iversity law cli nics in Mexico, 
Eth iopia, and Braz i l .  She is the lead author of the first casebook 
on human trafficking law and pol icy, which examines the cross­
section of criminal  justice, civil and human rights, imm igration, 
and international law that frames these issues. She is a 
member of the Michigan Human Trafficking Taskforce and was 
appointed to Michigan's first Commission on Human Trafficking 
in 201 3. She al so has served as a consultant to the United 
Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, which focuses on 
crimina l  justice for victims of human trafficking and 
migrant smugg l ing .  She has appeared on "The 
Today Show," MSBNC, and National Publ ic Radio, 
and has been quoted in The New York Times and 
other news outlets. Carr received her BA, cum 
laude, from the University of Notre Dame and 
earned her JD, cum laude, from Michigan 
Law. During law school ,  she was a Michigan 
tef� �nd awlum law fellllW with 
· ing the 
A nne M. Choi ke, '09, is a c l i n ical fel low in the Commun ity and Economic Development C l in ic ,  where she specia l izes in transactional law issues affecti ng commu nity-based 
organizations, espec ia l ly artists, makers, and arts- and other 
creative-driven enterprises. Her area of interest is creative 
and soc ia l ly  just economic development. Prior to jo in ing the 
Law School faculty, Choike practiced in  the New York offices 
of Jenner & Block LLP and Stroock & Stroock & Lavan LLP. 
Her private practice experience includes a broad range of 
transactions primari ly in the media. entertainment. energy, 
and private equity industries, as we l l  as significant pro bona 
service to organizations promoting the arts and sustainable 
cit ies.  Whi le at Jenner & Block, she provided ass istance to 
the NYS 2 100 Commission formed in the aftermath of Hurricane 
Sandy. She a lso was a summer associate at the Chicago 
intel lectual property law firm Marshal l .  Gerstein & Borun LLP 
and a student attorney in Michigan Law's Low Income Taxpayer 
C l in ic  during her law and graduate studies. Prior to attending 
law school. she interned in the Detroit office of Lewis & M unday 
PC. She also worked at Genera l  Motors with the environmental 
engineering departments of several of its assembly and 
manufacturing plants through a cooperative program. Choike 
earned her J D  from Michigan Law. her MUP from the 
University of Michigan Taubman School of Architecture 
and Urban Planning .  and her BA in Earth and atmospheric 
sciences with a concentration in biogeochemistry from 
Cornel l  University Col l ege of Arts and Sciences. She 
a lso studied and researched at Uniwersytet Jagiel l00sk1 
in Krak6w, P,glami. as a Tomadew.i.tl-Aono Scholar. 
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P rofessor Debra Chopp d irects the Pediatric Advocacy Cl in ic .  Her research, teaching, and legal practice focus primari ly on education law, fami ly  law/domestic viol ence. and 
cross-cultural communication. Chopp has presented on these 
and other topics at loca l ,  state, and national conferences. She 
a lso provides regu lar tra in ings to medical providers on patient 
advocacy, special educati on, and social determinants of health. 
As the d i rector of the Pediatric Advocacy C l inic ,  Chopp works 
with medical providers and law students to provide free legal 
services that address the social determinants of health of 
fa mi l ies and improve chi ld  health. Immediately prior to joining 
the Pediatric Advocacy Cl inic,  Chopp was a staff attorney with 
the Pediatric Advocacy In itiative at the Law School. She has 
represented survivors of domestic violence as an  attorney for 
Sanctuary for Fami l ies: Center for Battered Women's Legal 
Services in New York. She earned her BA in po l it ical science 
with high honors from the Univers ity of Michigan and her JD 
from the Un iversity of Pennsylvania Law School .  
Yu landa Curtis jo ined the Veterans Legal C l i n ic in August 201 5 as a c l in ica l  teaching fe l low. She previously served as an associate counsel with the Department 
of Veterans Affai rs (VA). In that ro le, she researched and 
wrote decisions that determined e l ig ib i l i ty for VA disabi l ity, 
education, and medical reimbursement benefits. Curtis has 
written an  article on the h i story of VA education benefits, 
which was publ ished in January 20 1 5  by the Legal Pad. She 
a l so has served on a temporary appointment as an attorney 
for the Soc ia l  Security Adm inistration (SSA) Office of Appe l late 
Operations. At SSA she gai ned val uable insight into a s imi lar 
federal disabi l ity program. As a result of the insights she 
gained at SSA, Curt is presented ideas to senior VA officials 
regarding the need for improved consistency in employee 
tra in ing across the VA. Her primary research i nterests relate 
to the expansion of disabi l ities associated with exposure 
to Agent Orange. Curtis received a bachelor of business 
administration, with d istinction, from the Un iversity of 
M ichigan and her JD from the University of Pittsburgh 
School of Law. She is admitted to practice law in Michigan. 
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P rofessor Donald N. Duquette, '74, founded the Chi ld Advocacy Law C l i nic, the oldest such cl i n ic i n  the United States. in 1 976. H i s  1 990 book, Advocating for the Child in 
Protection Proceedings, formed the conceptual framework for 
the first nationa l eva l uation of chi ld representation as mandated 
by the U S Cong ress His most recent book, Child Welfare 
Law and Practice: Representing Children. Parents and State 
Agencies in Abuse. Neglect and Dependency Proceedings, 
2nd ed. (Bradford Lega l  Publ ishers. 201 0), defines the scope 
and duties of a new legal specia lty in ch i ld welfare law 
and prepares experienced lawyers for a national certifying 
examination. Duquette in itiated and was cod i rector of a 
National Association of Counsel for Chi ldren project to develop 
a national certification program in chi ld welfare law. which 
gained American Bar Association accreditation in  February 
2004 and is now ava i lab le as a specia lty in more than 35 U.S .  
jurisd ictions. In October 2009, the U.S .  Ch i ldren's Bureau made 
a $6-mi l l ion ,  multi-year grant to M ichigan Law to serve as the 
National Qual ity Improvement Center for Ch i ld  Representation 
in the Chi ld Welfare System (OIC-Ch i ldRep) with Duquette as  
d irector. The project studies what a ch i ld's legal representative 
does that makes a difference in the chi ld 's l i fe. In August 
20 1 5, the Nationa l Association of Counsel for Ch i ldren 
honored Duquette with its Lifetime Achievement Award 
"for visionary support of NAGG and its members and for your 
D o na l d  N .  D uq u ette 
P rofessor Steve Gray is a c l i n ical assistant professor of law and the d irector of M ichigan Law's Unemployment Insurance C l i n ic. He was the general manager of the 
M ichigan Unemployment I nsurance Project, a nonprofit 
organization he estab l ished to marshal law students to 
provide representation to jobless workers who are denied 
unemployment insurance. Gray's primary areas of focus 
throughout h i s  legal aid career have been publ ic benefits 
l i tigation and advocacy and admin istrative law. G ray, who 
earned his JD from the University of I l l i no is Col lege of Law, 
taught and helped establ ish a legal aid c l i n ical program at 
the University of Namibia Law School as a Fulbright Scholar 
in  2008-2009. Prior to that, he was managing attorney at 
the Michigan Poverty Law Program; senior attorney at the 
Sargent Shriver National Center on Poverty Law; managing 
attorney at Legal Services of Southern Michigan; and staff 
attorney at Land of Lincoln Legal Assistance. 
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P rofessor David B .  Guenther, '99, is a c l in ical assistant professor of law and di rector of the International Transactions C l i n ic . He represents socia l  enterprises in 
international fi nancing and other international transactions. 
Prior to join ing the Law School , Guenther was a partner 
at Con l in ,  McKenney & Phi lbrick, PC. in Ann Arbor, where 
his practice focused primarily on U .S .  and i nternati onal 
transactions, fi nancing, corporate governance, and succession 
planning for privately held companies. He is experienced in 
publ ic and private company mergers and acquisitions, securities 
offerings, venture capita l ,  angel and impact investing, and other 
transactions for establ ished, emerging, and startup business 
and nonprofit c l ients. He taught as an adjunct c l in ical assistant 
professor in the I nternational Transactions C l in ic from 201 0 to 
201 5. Guenther graduated from the University of Michigan Law 
School, magna cum laude, in 1 999 and from Kenyon Col lege, 
summa cum laude and Phi Beta Kappa, i n  1 984. He received a 
master's degree i n  Germanic languages and l i terature from 
Duke University in  1 997. He studied c lassical ph i l o logy at 
Ju l ius-Maximi l ians-Un iversitat Wurzburg from 1 995 to 
1 996. Fol lowing law school, he was an associate with 
Su l l ivan & Cromwel l  LLP in New York ( 1 999-2001 ) and 
Frankfurt, Germany (200 1 -2004). Guenther served 
as an intern in the legal department of the former 
German Federal Securities Supervisory Office, now 
part of the German Min istry of Finance, in Frankfurt 
during fa l l  semester 1 998. He a l so taught Eng l ish 
at a rUf.a l  secondary school in  Kenya. East Africa, 
tr 
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P rofessor Steve Gray is a c l in ical assistant professor of law and the d irector of M ichigan Law's Unemployment Insurance C l in ic .  He was the general manager of the 
Mi chigan Unemployment Insurance Project, a nonprofit 
organization he estab l ished to marshal law students to 
provide representation to jobless workers who are denied 
unemployment ins urance. Gray's primary areas of focus 
throughout his legal aid career have been publ ic benefits 
l itigation and advocacy and administrative law. G ray, who 
earned h is JD from the U niversity of I l l inois Col lege of Law, 
taught and helped establ ish a l egal aid cl inical program at 
the University of Namibia Law School as a Fulbright Scholar 
in 2008-2009. Prior to that, he was managing attorney at 
the Michigan Poverty Law Program; senior attorney at the 
Sargent Shriver National Center on Poverty Law; managing 
attorney at Legal  Services of Southern Michigan; and staff 
attorney at Land of Linco ln  Legal Assistance. 
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P
rofessor Joshua B. Kay, '08. is the d irector of the Veterans 
Legal C l in ic. He a lso has taught extensively in  the Chi ld 
Advocacy Law C l inic and Chi ld Welfare Appe l late C l in ic .  
Kay has l i tigated numerous cases in tria l  courts, the Mich igan 
Court of Appeals. and the Michigan Supreme Court. His primary 
interests center around the intersection of d isabi l ity and va rious 
civi l legal issues, including fami ly law and child protecti on. 
He earned his BA with high honors and Phi Beta Kappa from 
Oberl i n  Col lege, where he received the R .H .  Stetson Award 
in Psychology and Psychobiology. He then earned his MA 
and PhD in psychology from the University of Michigan, 
where he was a Regents' Fel low. Prior to earning his JD, 
cum laude, from Michigan Law, he served as an assistant 
professor of physical medicine and rehabi l itation at the 
Un iversity of M ichigan Medical School, where he studied 
the cognitive and developmental impacts of pediatric traumatic 
bra i n  injury and was an attending psychologist and member 
of the ethics committee at C .S .  Mott Ch i ldren's Hospita l .  He 
also taught courses in c l in ica l  assessment and supervised 
the cl i nical work of graduate students in  the Department 
of Psychology. After law school , Kay joi ned Michigan 
Protect ion and Advocacy Service as a Skadden 
Fel l ow, receiving a certificate of appreciation for 
his representation of parents with disabi l ities in 
ch i ld welfare matters from the University of 
M ichigan Counci l for Disabi l ity Concerns. 
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Kate Mitche l l  joi ned the Pediatric Advocacy C l in ic i n  July 201 4  a s  a c l in ical  teaching fe l l ow. She previously served as the legal d i rector of the To ledo Medical Lega l 
Partnership for Chi l dren ( MLPC) at Advocates for Basic Legal 
Equal ity and Legal Aid of Western Ohio in  To ledo, Ohio. 
While with MLPC. she provided tra ining to pediatric medical 
providers on patient advocacy and social  determinants of 
hea lth, provided legal advocacy to chi ldren i n  poverty and their 
fam i l ies, and engaged in systemic pol icy reform in itiatives 
at the local and state level .  Her primary areas of focus were 
special education, school discipl ine,  and access to health 
care. Mitchel l  a lso worked as a staff attorney with the Legal 
Assistance Foundation in  Chicago for three years immediately 
fol lowing law school and then joined the staff of the J uveni l e  
Justice Project o f  Louisiana (JJLP) in  N e w  Orleans. A t  JJPL 
she worked on juveni l e  prison condition l i tigation. represented 
youth in d isposition modification and del inquency proceedings, 
and engaged in systemic reform i nitiatives related to i mproving 
juveni l e  indigent defense services and strengthening j uveni l e  
competency standards. After Hurricane Katrina. M itchel l  
worked a s  a Kramer Fel low a t  The Publ ic Law Center a t  Tulane 
University School of Law focusing on economic and housing 
revita l ization efforts i n  New Orleans. Mitche l l  has presented 
at local,  state. and nati onal conferences on a variety of topics 
including juven i le  competency standards, special education, 
P rofessor David Moran, '9 1 , cofounded the M i chigan In nocence Clinic in January 2009 to l it igate claims of actual i nnocence by prisoners i n  cases where DNA 
evidence is not avai lable .  I n  its first six years, the c l i n ic's 
work resulted in the exoneration of e ight men and two 
women who have served a total of more than 1 00 years 
of wrongful incarceration. In addition to his work in the 
c l in ic ,  Moran teaches courses in criminal law and criminal 
procedure. He has publ ished many articles about various 
aspects of cr iminal  procedure, especia l ly search and seizure. 
He has a rgued six times before the U.S. Su preme Court, most 
recently in November 201 2. Among his most notable cases is 
Halbert v. Michigan. in wh ich the Supreme Court struck down 
a Michigan law that denied appel late counsel to assist indigent 
crimina l defendants who wished to chal l enge their sentences 
after pleading gui lty. Moran earned his BS in physics from the 
Univers ity of M ichigan; a BA. MA, and CAS in mathematics 
from Cambridge University; an MS in theoretical physics from 
Cornel l  University; and a JO,  magna cum laude, from Michigan 
Law. He cl erked for the Hon. Ralph B. Guy Jr. of the U.S .  Court 
of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit, then served for eight years as 
an assistant defender at the State Appel late Defender Office 
in Detroit. Prior to joining Michigan Law in 2008. he was an 
associate professor and the associate dean for academic 
affairs at Wayne State Un iversity Law School .  Moran was 
named "Upperclass Professor of the Yea r" each of the eight 
years he taught at Wayne State. In 20 1 0, he was named the 
M ichigan Lawyer of the Year by Michigan Lawyer's Weekly 
and received the Justice For Al l  Award (with Michigan Law 
Lecturer Bridget McCormack), the hi ghest award bestowed 
�·��-� @l Michigan. 
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P rofessor Bryce C. P i lz, '00, is a c l in ica l  assistant professor in  the Entrepreneursh ip C l i nic. He represents tech startups in i ntel lectual property, incorporation, 
and fi nancing matters. Prior to joining the Law Schoo l ,  Pi lz 
practiced at Kirkland & E l l i s  LLP i n  the firm's i ntel lectua l 
property practice and clerked for the Hon. Amy J. St. Eve 
in the Northern D istrict of I l l i nois. Most recently, he served 
as associate general counsel at the Un iversity of Michigan. 
where he worked with the Office of Technology Transfer on 
startups and l icensing. P i l z  was part of a team that spun-out 
more than 60 tech startups and entered into more than 500 
technology l i censes over a five-year period. P i l z  a l so assisted 
in the creation of the University's Venture Accelerator at the 
North Campus Research Comp lex and advised the U-M Center 
for Entrepreneurship on student entrepreneurship matters. 
He a lso has served as a National Science Foundation I-Corps 
mentor, is currently a Tech Stars mentor, and teaches in the 
University's Master of Entrepreneurship program. Pi lz  manages 
the Law School's involvement in the ZEAL Venture Capital 
Lab, a partnership with local and national venture capital 
firms Detroit Innovate and Mercury Fund in  wh ich law 
students extern with l ocal venture capita l firms. He 
received h is JD from Michigan Law in  2000 and his 
BS in  mechanical engineering from the University 
of Michigan College of Engineering in 1 997. He is 
reg istered to practice before the U.S. Patent & 
Trademark Office and is a member of Ph i  Kappa 
Phi. HIS article. "Student Intel l ectual Pro� 
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C
ait l in Plummer, ' 1 1 ,  is a teaching fe l low in the Michigan 
I nnocence Cl inic. the nation's first exclusively non-DNA 
innocence c l in ic .  Before join ing the c l in ic she was a 
c l i n ical i nstructor at the Wisconsin Innocence Project at the 
University of Wisconsin Law School .  In that role she worked 
on and supervised cases where DNA evidence did exist. and 
worked with appointed appel late attorneys throughout the 
state to identify recent convictions where DNA testing could 
prove innocence. She has co-written an arti cle on wrongful 
convictions based on scientific evidence that is later repudiated, 
which was publ ished in fall 201 2 by the Stanford Journal of Civil 
Rights and Civil Liberties. She al so has presented on a variety 
of topics, i nc l ud ing wrongful arson convictions and the use of 
DNA testing in the post-conviction context She is a member of 
the I nnocence Network's working group on complex DNA issues. 
Plummer received a BS in health sciences, magna cum laude, 
from Boston University and her JD, magna cum laude, from 
the University of M ichigan Law School .  During law school she 
worked as a student attorney in the Michigan Innocence C l i n ic 
for two years. and was a recipient of the Ra lph M .  Freeman 
Scholarsh ip  and Rockwe l l  T. Gust Advocacy Award . 
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P rofessor Paul D. Reingold is the director of the Law School 's Civi l-Criminal Litigation Cl in ic .  Prior to jo in ing the Law School faculty in 1 983, he served as a legal 
services attorney, spec ia l izing in cases against the state 
and federal governments. His primary interests incl ude civil 
rights l i tigation, appel l ate practice, prisoners' rights, and civi l 
procedure. Reingold has taught Tria l  Advocacy, Litigation Ethics. 
Negotiation. and C l inical Law. and is a past rec i pient of the 
L. Hart Wright Award for Excel lence in  Teaching. He a lso has 
taught as a visiting professor of law in Japan and Spain, and 
as a visiting c l in ica l  professor at Boston College Law School .  
He has served on the board of directors of the Cl in ical Law 
Section of the American Association of Law School s  and 
was a founding member of the editoria l  board of the Clinical 
Law Review. Reingold attended Gerry Spence's Tria l Lawyers 
Col lege in Wyoming, and has been recognized as a fel l ow 
of the Michigan State Bar Foundation. He serves on 
the executive committee of Michigan's I nstitute 
of Continuing Legal Education. and is trained as a 
court-approved mediator. The State Bar of M ichigan 
granted h im its 2009 Champion of Justice Award 
for h is work as a publ ic interest lawyer. Reingold 
earned h is  BA from Amherst Col lege and his JD 
from Boston University Law School .  
P rofessor N icholas J. R ine has extensive experience as a trial lawyer in private practice and has tried cases i n  a wide variety o f  state and federal courts and agencies. 
In  the 1 980s, he held several offices, including president. in 
the Michigan Tri al Lawyers Association. Si nce joining the 
Michigan cl in ical  faculty in 1 989, he has taught in the Civi l­
Criminal Litigation C l in ic, the Chi ld Advocacy Law Cl inic,  the 
Urban Commun ities Cl in ic .  the Asylum Cl in ic, the Women and 
the Law Cl in ic ,  and the Pediatric Advocacy Cl in ic .  He a lso has 
taught ethics and negotiation courses. S i nce 2004, he a lso 
teaches a yearly course on Law and Development that connects 
to students' volunteer work in internships in developing nati ons. 
Rine is a member of the executive committee of the U-M Center 
for Southeast Asian Studies. In  addition, he d i rects M ichigan 
Law's Program for Cambodian Law and Development, wh ich, 
among other things, arranges internships for students in 
Cambodia. S ince the mid-1 990s he has spent periods 
of time in Cambodia every year, working for a vari ety 
of human rights organizations and teaching at the 
Royal Un iversity of Law and Economics in  Phnom 
Penh. Wh i le  there on a Fulbright grant in  2000, 
he publ ished a textbook on legal ethics in 
Engl ish and Khmer. He frequently teaches in  
t ra in ing programs for  lega l  services programs, 
in Cambodia and in the United States. He 
serves on the board of di rectors of two legal 
services NGOs in  Cambodia-Legal Aid of 
Cambodia and the Community Legal Education 
Center-and on the U-M President's Advisory 
Committee on Labor Standards and Human 
R ights. Rine teeeived 
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P rofessor Amy Sankaran, '01 ,  became director of externship and pro bona programs in  201 1 .  I n  her externship capacity, Sankaran serves as the externship faculty supervisor for 
ful l-time externship  placements, i nc luding South Africa and 
Ind ia .  In fa l l  201 1 ,  she launched M ichigan Law's part-time 
externship program for students working in local government, 
nonprofit, or judic ia l  placements. As d i rector of the Pro Bono 
Program, Sankaran identifies pro bona projects for which law 
firms and organizations need law student assistance, and then 
recruits and gu ides Michigan Law students involved in the 
projects. Sankaran received her BA, summa cum laude, from 
Missouri State University (formerly Southwest Missouri State 
Un iversity) in 1 998 and her JD,  cum laude, from Mi chigan 
Law in 2001 . Aher g raduating, she served as a law c lerk to 
the Hon. Arthur J Tarnow of the U.S. D istrict Court for the 
Eastern District of Michigan, as a l itigation associate at 
Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom, LLP in  Washington, 
D.C., and as an adoption attorney at the Chi ldren's Law Center 
in Washington, D.C. She returned to the Law School in 2005 
to become assistant d i rector of admissions. In  2008, she 
became an  attorney-adviser focused on government and 
nonprofit careers, and pro bona manager, in  which capacity 
she was responsible for launching the Pro Bono Pledge i n  
2009. Sankaran i s  a member of the Michigan Bar a n d  its 
Pro Bono I nitiative. She remains active in the practice of 
law through pro bono cases, primari ly focused on chi ld  
advocacy and domestic violence issues. 
P rofessor Vivek S. Sankaran. ·0 1 .  is a c l in ical professor of law and d i rects both the Chi ld Advocacy Law Cl in ic  and the Child Welfare Appellate C l i n ic .  He also founded the 
Detroit Center for Fami ly Advocacy, a n  innovative legal c l i n ic 
that seeks to prevent ch i ldren from entering foster care. H is 
research and pol icy interests center on im proving outcomes 
for ch i ldren in chi ld welfare cases by empowering fam i l ies and 
strengthening due process protections. Sankaran s i ts on the 
stee ring committee of the American Bar Associat ion's National 
Project to Im prove Representation for Parents Involved in the 
Chi ld Welfare System. He has l itigated numerous cases on 
behalf of parents before the Michigan Supreme Court and the 
Michigan Court of Appeals.  has authored scholarly pieces and 
practical resource gu ides to assist chi ld welfare professionals. 
and regularly conducts nati onal and statewide train ings. 
He a lso was appointed by Michigan Governor Rick Snyder 
to the Child Abuse Prevention Board. Sankaran earned his 
BA. magna cum laude. from the Col lege of Wi l l iam and 
Mary. He earned h is JD.  cum /aude, from the University 
of Michigan Law Schoo l ,  where he was an associate 
editor of the Michigan Law Review. After law school, 
he joined the Ch i ldren's Law Center (CLC) as a Skadden 
Fel low and became a permanent staff attorney with 
the CLC in September 2003. Sankaran was named 
the 2004 Michigan Law School Publ ic Interest 
Alumni  of the Year and. in 2006, was certified 
as a ch i ld  welfare specia l ist by the National 
Association of Counsel for Chi ldren. In 201 1 .  
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rofessor David A. Santacroce is a c l in ica l  professor of 
law and Michigan Law's associate dean for experiential 
education. He teaches in the Civi l-Criminal Litigation 
Clinic and his pri mary interest is impact l itigation focusing on 
civi l rights. particularly health care issues. Santacroce is the 
founder and president of the Center for the Study of Appl ied 
Legal Education (CSALE). a nonprofit corporation housed at the 
Law School .  CSALE is dedicated to the empirical study of law 
school c l in ics and externship programs and the promotion of 
related scholarship. With the a id of CSALE data. Santacroce 
has provided advice and assistance to deans and faculty 
members at more than 75 percent of U.S. law schools on 
issues of c l in ic  and externship design. pedagogy, and staffi ng. 
Santacroce is also the president and founding member of Equal 
Justice America, a nonprofit corporation that provides grants 
to law students who volunteer to work with organizations 
providing civil legal services to the ind igent. He is a 
past chai r  of the Association of American Law 
Schools' Section on Cl in ica l  Legal  Education 
and former board member of the C l i nical Legal 
Education Association. He was a lso senior 
staff attorney for the Sugar Law Center for 
Economic and Social Justice in Detroit. While 
there, he managed a programmatic worker's 
rights campaign under the Worker Adjustment 
and Retra ining Notification Act in tria l  and 
appe l late courts throughout the United States. 
Santacroce received an UM from Columbia 
Davi d A .  Sa ntac roce 
P rofessor Suel lyn Scarnecchia, '81 , a c l in ical professor of law, returned to the Law School in 20 1 2  to join the Human Trafficking Cl in ic after spendi ng a decade in academic 
administrative posts. In 201 5, i n  addition to her duties in the 
Human Trafficking C l i n ic, she hel ped launch the new Veterans 
Legal Cl in ic and teaches part-time in  that program. She served 
as vice president and general counsel of the University of 
Michigan from 2008 to 201 2. She advised the president. board 
of regents. and executive officers on legal issues, represented 
the office to facu lty, staff. and students, as well as to external 
organizations and institutions, and managed a l l  of the offices 
of the U-M Genera l Counsel (Central Campus, Hea lth System, 
Technology Transfer, and Development). As general counsel, 
she led the development of the Un iversity's first comprehensive 
compl iance program. revised the Univers ity's trespass pol icy, 
and managed the Un iversity's response to a l legations of major 
violations against the footba l l  program. From 2003 to 2008, 
she served as dean of the University of New Mexico School 
of Law. Under the state constitution, she was required to 
chair all judicia l selection commissions in New Mexico. She 
a lso served as a board member for the UNM Science and 
Technology Corporation. She was a member of the American 
Bar Associ"ation New Deans Workshop Committee, the 
Association of American Law Schools' Resource Corps, 
and the Law School Admissions Counci l 's Minority Affairs 
Committee. In 2006, she co-chaired the New Mexico 
Governor's Task Force on Ethics and Campaign Reform. 
Prior to serving as dean, Scarnecchia was a member of 
the c l in ica l  facu lty at the University of Michigan Law 
School for 1 6  years, where she was associate dean 
for p l i nical affairs and taugf)t i n  the Chi ld Advociw.1 
craic. $. 
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I mran Syed, ' 1 1 .  is an assistant c l in ica l professor of law. He teaches in the M ichigan Innocence Cl in ic .  and a lso teaches a seminar on forensic science. Syed g raduated 
from the University of Michigan with a degree in pol itical 
science before going on to Michigan Law. While in law 
school , Syed worked for two years in the Innocence Cl i n ic 
as a student attorney and, upon graduation. served as a cl in ical 
fel low and staff attorney in the c l in ic for three years. As part 
of teaching in the I nnocence C l in ic, Syed has supervised 
students investigating and l itigating a wide variety of cases. 
including several of the c l in ic's forensic science-based cases. 
Having l itigated several arson wrongful convictions that were 
based on outdated fire science, Syed also has coauthored 
(along with Innocence Cl in ic col l eague Caitl in P lummer) articles 
d iscussing the novel l itigation strategies needed to address 
wrongful convictions based on scientific evidence that is 
va l id when used. but later comes to be repudiated. He also 
has spoken and written about a variety of topics related to 
wrongful convictions. such as compensation for exonerees. 
the fal lacies of eyewitness testimony, and the need for reform 
in Michigan's system of publ ic defense. In 201 4, Syed 
wrote a nd produced a documentary film, The Price of 
Providence, about one of the Innocence C l i nic's wrongful 
conviction cases. 
P rofessor Kimberly Thomas's research, teaching, and practice concentrate on criminal law, especial ly on sentencing law and practice, juveni le justice. ind igent 
persons accused of crimes, and prisoner re-entry into the 
community Thomas is the cofounder (with Professor Frank 
Vandervort) of the Juveni le  Justice C l in ic .  I n  201 3, Thomas was 
among several attorneys honored with the Justice For All Award 
from the Criminal Defense Attorneys of Michigan. The group 
developed a pro bona program to represent juven i le  defendants 
fo l l owing the 201 2 U.S .  Supreme Court Miller v. Alabama 
decision holding that mandatory juveni le  l ife-without-parole 
sentences were unconstitutiona l .  They created a comprehensive 
civil rights strategy which i nvolved the recruitment, tra i n i ng, and 
support of more than 1 00 attorneys who vol unteered their  pro 
bono time and resources. In 201 1 ,  Thomas spent three months 
as a legal education expert for the American Bar Association 
Ru le  of Law In itiative (ABA-ROLI)  in  Amman, Jordan, working 
on law school curric�lum development, especia l ly in criminal  
law, as wel l  as the creation and support of experiential 
education and the first c l in ics in the country. In addition, she 
spearheaded a weeklong series of tra in ings for Egyptian law 
professors through the ABA-ROLI office i n  Cairo, Egypt, on 
c l i nical legal  education,  curricu lum innovation, and moot 
court. Prior to join ing the Law School faculty in 2003, Thomas 
served as a major trials attorney with Defender Association 
of Phi ladelphia.  She is a magna cum laude graduate of the 
Un iversity of Maryland and Harvard Law Schoo l,  where she 
was editor-i n-ch ief of the Civil Rights-Civil Liberties Law 
Review. After law school, Thomas cl erked for the Hon. 
R .  Guy Cole of the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals. During 
�P Legal Defense 
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P rofessor Dana A. Thompson, '99, is a c l in ical professor of law and the founding d i rector of Michigan Law's Entrepreneurship C l in ic, where she represents Un iversity 
of Michigan student- led startup ventures. Prior to the 
Entrepreneurship Cl in ic, she taught in the Law School 's Urban 
Commun ities C l in ic, where she represented sma l l  businesses, 
startup ventures, and commun ity-based organizations, primari ly 
in Detroit Before joining M ichigan Law, Thompson taught at 
Wayne State Un iversity Law School and founded and d i rected 
Wayne Law's Sma l l  Business Enterprises and Nonprofit 
Corporations C l in ic. She is the author of "Accelerating the 
Growth of the Next Generation of Innovators" ( Ohio State 
Entrepreneurial Business Law Journan and "L3Cs: An Innovative 
Choice for Urban Entrepreneurship and Urban Revita l ization" 
(American University Business Law Reviev0, both publ ished 
in 201 3. She is a contributing author to Building Healthy 
Communities: A Guide to Community Economic Development 
for Advocates, Lawyers, and Policymakers, publ ished by the 
American Bar Association's Forum on Affordable Housing and 
Community Development Law Prior to entering  academia, 
Thompson practiced at Morrison & Foerster LLP in San 
Francisco, then at M i l ler, Starr and Rega l ia .  where she 
specia l ized i n  commercia l  real estate and corporate law 
She then joined the Nature Conservancy as reg ional counsel. 
where she represented the organization on land conservation 
transactions. I n  November 201 4, Thompson was e lected 
Da na  A .  Th o m pson  
P rofessor Frank E. Vandervort is a c l i n ical professor of law whose primary interests incl ude juven i le justice, chi ld welfare. and interdisc ip l inary practice. He cofounded the 
Juven i le Justice C l in ic with Professor Kimberly Thomas in 2009. 
Vandervort is the president of the American Professional Society 
on the Abuse of Chi ldren and serves as a consu ltant to Trauma 
I nformed Chi ld Welfare Systems. a federa l ly funded train ing and 
technical assistance program. He received a BA from Michigan 
State University and a JD from Wayne State Un iversity. 
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S usanne Baer. LLM '93, joined Mich igan Law's faculty as a Wi l l iam W. Cook G lobal Law Professor i n  201 0 . She was e lected a justice of Germany's Federal Constitut ional 
Court in  201 1 for a 1 2-year term. during wh ich she remains 
a professor of publ ic  law and gender studies at Humboldt 
Un iversity in Berl in. She has served as vice president for 
academic and i nternational affairs at Humboldt. as dean 
for academic affa irs at the law faculty, and as director of 
the Centre for Transd isci p l i nary Gender Studies and the 
GenderCompetenceCentre. She currently d i rects the Law and 
Society Institute Berl in. Her teaching has led her to Budapest. 
B ielefeld,  Erfurt, L inz, and Toronto. and her research areas 
include socio-cultural legal studies, gender studies, law 
agai nst d i scri mination, and compa rative constitutional law. 
She coauthored the casebook Comparative Constitutionalism, 
2nd ed. (West, 201 1 )  aJld is the author of the German textbook 
on law and sociology, Rechtssoziologie, 2nd ed. (Nomos, 201 4). 
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Paul Brand, a Wi l l iam W. Cook G lobal Law Professor at Michigan Law, is an emeritus fel low at Al l  Souls Col lege at the Un iversity of Oxford. and a legal historian who 
specia l izes in Anglo-American common law d uring its first 
formative period, from the second halt of the 1 2th century to 
the early 1 4th century. Brand's books incl ude The Origins of 
the English Legal Profession, The Making of the Common Law. 
and Kings, Barons and Justices: The Making and Enforcement 
of Legislation in Thirteenth-Century England. He a lso has 
edited four volumes of The Earliest English Law Reports, which 
inc lude a l l  the surviving pre- 1 290 law reports, and is working 
on further vol umes that will cover the much larger quantity 
of unedited law reports of the fo l l owing two decades. He is 
a lso the author of a large number of articles. Brand has been 
an assistant keeper at the Publ ic Record Office in London, a 
lecturer in law at University Col lege, Dub l in .  and a research 
fe l low at the Institute of H istorical Research in London. 
In 1 997. he was elected a fe l low of All Souls Col lege 
at the University of Oxford. He has been a visiting 
professor at Columbia University Law School and 
a distinguished visiting professor at the Arizona 
Center tor Medieval and Renaissance Studies. 
as wel l  as the Merriam Visiting Professor of 
Law at Arizona State University. In addition. 
he is a fe l low of the British Academy, vice 
president of the Selden Society, and an 
honorary bencher of the Middle Temple, 
London. Brand received his BA. MA. 
and DPhil from OXfQrd Un iversity 
C hr ist ine M. Chinkin is a Wi l l i am W. Cook G lobal Law Professor at Michigan Law and an emerita professor of international law at the London School of Economics 
and Political Science (LSE) at the Un iversity of London. She 
i s  currently the d i rector of the Centre for Women, Peace, 
and Security at the LSE. She is  an internationa l ly respected 
scho lar of publ ic  international law, a lternative dispute 
reso lution, international cr iminal law, international human 
rights, especia l ly women's human rights, and the intersection 
of femin ist jurisprudence and international law. Chinkin received 
an LLB with honors from the Un iversity of London in 1 97 1 ;  an 
LLM from the University of London in 1 972; a second LLM from 
Yale Un iversity in 1 98 1 ;  and a PhD from the University of Sydney 
in 1 990. Formerly dean of the law faculty at the University of 
Southampton and a member of the law faculty at the University 
of Sydney, she has served as a senior or guest lecturer on 
international law and international human rights at the 
National University of Singapore, Hong Kong Un iversity 
Law School, I nternational Law Institute of China, European 
University Institute. Columbia University, and University 
of Southampton. She is the co-editor of The UN Convention 
on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against 
Women: A Commentary (DUP. 201 2); coauthor of The 
Making of International Law (OUP. 2007) and The 
Boundaries of International Law: A Feminist Analysis 
(MUP. 2000). which was awarded the Certificate of Merit 
from the American Society of International law; and 
author of Third Parties in International Law (OUP. 1 993). 
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J ohn G .H .  Hudson is a Wi l l iam W. Cook G lobal Law Professor at Michigan Law and a professor of legal history and d i rector of the Institute of Legal and Constitutiona l 
Research at the University of St. Andrews in Scotland. H is  
teaching and research focus on  n inth- to 1 3th-century England 
and France, particularly the fi elds of law, lordship ,  and l i terature, 
as wel l  as h istorical writing and the late 1 9th-century study 
of medieval England. Hudson's books include the two-volume 
The History of the Church of Abingdon (2002 and 2007); The 
Formation of the English Common Law( 1 996); and Land, Law. 
and Lordship in Anglo-Norman England ( 1 994). He is  the co­
editor of Patrick Worma/d's Papers Preparatory to the Making 
of English Law: King Alfred to the Twelfth Century, Volume II: 
From God's Law to Common Law (Un iversity of London: Early 
Engl ish Laws, 201 4). which was publ ished onl ine on Sept. 
29, 201 4, to mark the 1 0th anniversary of the author's death. 
He a lso co-edited Diverging Paths? The Shapes of Power and 
Institutions in Medieval Christendom and Islam (Bri l l ,  201 4) 
and a third edition of Sir James Ho lt's c lassic Magna 
Carta (Cambridge University Press. 201 5). He edited and 
contributed to a volume of the Proceedings of the British 
Academy on The History of English Law Before the Time 
of Edward I: Essays Commemorating the Centenary of 
the Publication of "Pollock and Maitland" ( 1 996) and 
J o h n  G . H .  H u dson  
H wa-Jin  Kim, a Wi l l iam W. Cook Global Law Professor at Michigan Law, is a professor of law and business at Seoul Nationa l University School of Law. He has a lso taught at 
Tel Aviv University Faculty of Law and Stanford Law Schoo l. He 
has publ ished in  the Michigan Business & Entrepreneurial Law 
Review, Oxford University Comparative Law Forum, Journal of 
Corporate Law Studies, Columbia Business Law Review, Berkeley 
Journal of International Law, Georgetown Journal of International 
Law, Austrian Journal of Public and International Law, and 
elsewhere. Before joining academia in 2006, Kim practiced 
corporate and securities law in Korea and Switzerland, where he 
advised and worked for or with global investment banking houses 
in  their international mergers and acquisitions and capital market 
transactions. Kim has advised the Office of the President of 
Korea, Korea Fair Trade Commission, Korea Financial Supervisory 
Service, and Min istry of Justice of Korea. He is  a board member 
of the Korean Financial Investment Association and chair of the 
Korea Investment Bankers Forum. Kim received his BS in math 
from Seoul National University; Dr Jur, magna cum laude, from 
the University of Munich, where he was an Adenauer Scholar; 
and his LLM from Harvard Law School. He won the Book Prize 
from the Korean National Academy of Arts and Sciences i n  
2005, 20 1 0, a n d  20 1 5. H i s  recent books in Korean incl ude A 
Samsung Electronics in Finance (201 4), Hollywood Movies, 
Money, and Politics (201 4), Theoretical Foundations of 
Securities Regulation (201 4), Law and Business. 5th ed. 
1201 5). and Investment Banking. 2nd ed. (201 5). 
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C hristopher McCrudden, a Wi l l iam W. Cook G loba l Law Professor at M ichigan Law, is a professor of human rights and equal ity law at  Queens Un iversity Belfast, 
and a practicing barri ster-at- law with Blackstone Chambers. 
Specia l izing in human rights, he concentrates on issues 
of equal ity and d iscrimi nation as wel l  as the relationship 
between international and comparative human rights law 
Mccrudden teaches in the a reas of international ,  European, 
and comparative human rights at Michigan Law He returned 
to M ichigan in  fa l l  201 5  after being on leave s ince 201 1 .  
Mccrudden is the author of Buying Social Justice (Oxford 
University Press, 2007). a book about the re lationship between 
publ ic procurement and equal ity, for which he was awarded a 
certificate of merit by the American Society of I nternational Law 
in 2008, and (with Brendan O'Leary) Courts and Consociations 
(Oxford University Press, 201 3). about the tensions between 
human rights and ethnic power-sharing arrangements that 
are common in  peace agreements. Most recently, he has 
edited the multi-discipl inary volume, Understanding Human 
Dignity (Oxford Un iversity Press. 201 3). He serves on the 
editoria l  boards of several journals, i nc luding the Oxford 
Journal of Legal Studies, the International Journal 
of Discrimination and the Law, and the Journal of 
International Economic Law, and is co-editor of the 
Law in Context series. He serves on the European 
Commission's Expert Network on the Appl ication of 
the Gender Equal ity D i rectives. Mccrudden holds an 
� m>m Oueen's University Belfast. an UM from 
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P rofessor Ted Becker is the i nterim d i rector of the Lega l Practice Program. Prior to jo in ing the Law School faculty as a c l in ical assistant professor in 2000, he practiced 
with Dickinson Wright in Lansing, Michigan, specia l iz ing in 
telecommun ications a rbitrations and other admin istrative 
agency proceedi ngs .  He also has substantial appel late 
experience in general corporate l itigation, both with D ickinson 
Wright and as a sole practit ioner. He previously was an 
adjunct professor at Thomas M. Cooley Law School, teach ing 
an  upper-level course i n  l itigation sk i l ls ,  including d iscovery 
and motion practice, as wel l  as the practical bus iness aspects 
of law firm operation. Becker is a member of the editoria l 
board for the Journal of the Legal Writing Institute. He has 
authored or coauthored articles in Duquesne Law Review, 
Legal Writing, Second Draft, and Michigan Defense Quarterly, 
and has presented several times at academic legal writing 
and transactional drafting conferences. He was the co-faculty 
organizer of the Law School's inaugural Transactional Law 
Competition in fal l  201 5. Becker is a member of the executive 
committee of the I nstitute of Continuing Legal Education 
in Ann Arbor and was the chai r  of the committee in 20 1 4-
201 5. In addition, he is the co-chair of the Association of 
Legal Writing D i rectors' Publ ications Committee and the 
Legal Writing lnstitute's Bar Outreach Committee. He 
received h is BA from the Un iversity of Michigan and 
h is  JD ,  summa cum laude, from the University of 
I l l i nois Coll ege of Law. where he was a member 
m O rdef of the Coif and an articles ed iw.r of the 
Edwa rd R .  Bec ke r  
P rofessor Howard Bromberg teaches in the Legal  Practice Program. where he also taught from 1 996 to 2000. He publ ished U.S. Legal Practice Skills for International 
Law Students (Carol ina Academic Press, 2014) with Anne Bu rr. 
Prior to returning to Michigan Law, he was associate professor 
of law and assistant dean of c l in ical and professional ski l l s  
programs at the Ave Maria School of  Law in  Ann Arbor. From 
2001 to 2003, he was a visit ing professor at Harvard Law 
Schoo l ,  where he hel ped establ ish the Fi rst-Year Lawyering 
Program and served as its associate di rector. From 2008 to 
201 0, he designed and d irected the legal writing program at 
the newly created Peki ng Un iversity School of Transnational 
Law, where he was a lso a visiting professor. Bromberg has 
taught at Ch icago and Stanford law schools .  He has publ ished 
numerous articles and entries on subjects in  law, legal h istory, 
and biography, and edited the three-vol ume Great Lives From 
History: The Incredibly Wealthy (Salem Press, 201 1  ). Before 
entering the academy, he practiced law as an assistant 
d istrict attorney in the Appea ls Bureau of the New 
York County District Attorney's Office and as 
leg is lative counsel to Congressman Thomas Petri 
of Wisconsin.  Bromberg received his BA from 
Harvard Co l lege. his JD from Harvard Law School .  
a n d  his J S M  from Stanford Law School. He 
served on the advisory committee of the State 
of M ichigan Moot Court Competition. which 
he chaired from 2005 to 2006 when he 
d irected the aoo1:1aJ competition. 
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P rofessor Margaret A. Cernak, '89, has practiced in  the areas of commercial ,  tort. and insurance coverage l itigation with firms in southeastern Michigan si nce 
graduating from law schoo l .  In addition to working in private 
practice. Cernak served as a ful l-time c l i nical assistant professor 
in Michigan Law's Lega l Practice Program from 2000 to 2002. 
Since then. she has regularly returned to this position as an 
adjunct professor. A member of the State Bar of Michigan. 
she graduated from the Un iversity of Michigan with a BA in  
Engl ish l iterature. with h igh honors and d i stinction. i n  1 986 
She earned her JD, cum laude. from M ichigan Law in 1 989. 
M a rga ret A .  Cerna k 
B efore jo in ing the Legal Practice Program in 2005, Professor Paul H. Falon. '83, worked in private practice for more than 20 years. As a partner at Fried, Frank, 
Harris, Shriver & Jacobson in Washington, D .C . ,  and New 
York, and, before that. at Manatt. Phelps & Phi l l i ps in 
Washington. D.C. ,  he represented i nsurers. re insurers. 
agents and brokers. Internet markets. i nvestment banks 
and other financial institutions. ho ld ing companies. creditors. 
commercia l  insureds. nonprofit organizations. state insurance 
regu lators, and other participants in the insurance industry 
in a broad variety of regulatory, corporate, fi nancial ,  l itigation, 
admin istrative, and legis lative matters. Fa lon is admitted to 
practice in New York. the Di strict of Columbia, and before the 
U.S. Supreme Court and other federal courts. He received his 
BA, MA. and JD from the University of Michigan. In  addition 
to c lasses in legal practice, he has taught a min i-seminar on 
i nsurance issues for corporate lawyers. 
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P rofessor Margaret C. Hannon. '05, jo i ned the Law School faculty in 201 3 as a c l in ical ass istant professor in the Legal Practice Program. She previously ta ught legal 
research, writing, and reasoning as a c l in ica l  assistant and 
c l i n ical associate professor at Northwestern Law School ,  where 
she also served as the assistant d i rector and i nteri m d i rector 
of the legal research and writing program. In recogn it ion of her 
teaching, Hannon received Northwestern's Dea n's Teaching 
Award and Dean's Teaching Award Honorable Mention. Hannon 
practiced law at Bel l ,  Boyd & Lloyd LLP (now K&L Gates LLP). 
Her practice focused on labor and empl oyment counse l ing  and 
l itigation, and the negotiation and admin istration of col lective 
bargain ing agreements. She is  an active member of the Legal 
Writing Institute; in addition to presenting at its academic 
conferences, she is the co-cha ir of the Pre-Law Outreach 
Committee and a member of the editorial board for one of 
its journals, The Monograph Series. In addition, Hannon i s  
an associate editor f o r  Legal Communication & Rhetoric: 
JALWD, the journal of the Association of Legal  Writing 
D i rectors. She is a lso a member of the Association of American 
Law Schools (AALS) Legal Writing Section and the AALS 
Section on Teaching Methods. Hannon is  the coauthor of Aspen 
Publishers' From Theory to Practice: Employment Discrimination 
Law (with Rachel Croskery-Roberts, '00). and i s  under contract 
M a rga ret C .  H a n n o n  
P
rofessor Michael D. Murray has been teaching law for 
1 7  years at the Un iversity of I l l i nois, Sa int Louis University, 
Valparaiso Univers ity, and now at the University of 
Michigan. H is primary courses have been Advocacy, Art Law, 
Legal Research and Writi ng, and Professional Responsibi l ity. 
Prior to teaching, he practiced i nte l l ectual property, corporate 
and commercia l ,  and products l iabi l ity l itigation at the law firm 
Bryan Cave, and cl erked in the U.S .  District Court for the Eastern 
District of Missouri. He received his BA, summa cum laude, 
from Loyola University and h is JD from Columbia University 
Law School, where he was a Harlan Fiske Stone Scholar. 
M urray's scholarship draws from his interest and experience 
in  legal writing, rhetoric, and advocacy, and in art law, 
intel lectual property law, and freedom of expression. He 
is the author or coauthor of 21 books and numerous law 
review articles. His most recent articles inc l ude "Visual 
Rhetoric: Topics of Invention and Arrangement and 
Tropes of Style" (Legal Writing, forthcoming 201 6); 
"Leaping Language and Cu ltural Barriers with Visual 
Legal Rhetoric" ( University of San Francisco Law 
Review. 201 5); "Post-Myriad Genetics Copyright 
of Synthetic Biology and Living Media" 
( Oklahoma Journal of law and Technology, 
201 4); and "Reconstructing the Contours 
of the Copyright Orig inal ity and Idea­
Express ion Doctrines Regarding the 
Right to Deny Access to Works" 
t T.exa.t AIM � Review.  201 tl 
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M ark K. Osbeck. '86, teaches Legal Practice I and I I  and Transactional Drafting. He is the author of Impeccable Research: A Concise Guide to 
Mastering Legal Research Skills. 2nd ed. (West. 201 5). 
His research interests inc l ude legal writ ing, legal research, 
judicia l  decision-making, predictive legal analysis. and 
marijuana law. Before join ing Mi chigan Law in 2001 , 
Osbeck was a partner in the Denver office of a large law 
firm. He l itigated sophisticated commercia l  cases for a 
number  of years. first in Washington, D.C. ,  and later in Denver, 
and he has extensive trial and appel late experience before 
a number of state and federal courts, including the U.S.  Court 
of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit. Osbeck received an AB. 
with high d isti nction. from the University of Michigan, an 
MA in phi losophy from the Johns Hopkins Un iversity, and 
a JO, cum laude. from Michigan Law. While attending 
Johns Hopkins. he received a University Fel lowship,  
the top departmental award. I n  law school .  he 
received certificates of merit for legal  writing and 
pol itical phi losophy, and was a note editor for the 
Michigan Journal of Law Reform. Fol lowing his law 
school graduation, he served as a judic ia l  c lerk for 
Michigan Supreme Court Justice Charles L. Levin. 
P rofessor Timothy Pinto, '97, is a c l i nical assistant professor in the Legal Practice Program. In fa l l  201 3, he began co-teaching the Chi ld  Welfare Appel late C l i n ic, which 
addresses termination of parental rights cases. He earned 
h i s  BA, cum laude, from Wi l l iams Col lege. He earned h i s  JO,  
cum laude. from the University of  Michigan Law School ,  where 
he served as associate editor of the Michigan Law Review. Prior 
to jo in ing the Law School faculty, P into c lerked for one year for 
the Hon. Roderick R .  McKelvie of the U.S. District Court for the 
D istrict of Delaware; spent four years as a l itigation associate 
at Winston & Strawn in Chicago; and spent four years as a staff 
attorney and four years as general counsel for the U.S .  Soccer 
Federation in Chicago. 
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P
rofessor Nancy E. Vettorel lo, '97, is a c l in ical assistant 
professor in the Legal Practice Program. She earned her 
BA, magna cum laude, from James Madison Col lege at 
Mich igan State Un iversity; an MUP. magna cum laude, from the 
University of Michigan; and a JD, magna cum laude and Order 
of the Coif, from Michigan Law. Vettorel lo  was elected to Phi 
Beta Kappa at Michigan State Un iversity and was a Founder's 
Fel low and Jorge Perez Fel low (both for academic excel l ence) 
while earning her master's degree, then served as contributing 
editor of the Michigan Journal of Law Reform whi le earn ing 
her law degree. After graduating from law school .  she served 
as a judicial c lerk for the Hon. Betty B. Fletcher. U .S .  Court of 
Appeals. N i nth Circu it. She practiced law as an associate i n  
the health care department o f  Mi l ler, Canfie ld, Paddock, and 
Stone in  Ann Arbor. and has served as a reference l i brarian 
with the University of Michigan Law Library. She is a member 
of the State Bar of Michigan and American Bar Associati on. 
I n  201 3. she received the Law School's L. Hart Wright Award 
for Excel l ence in Teaching. 
Na ncy E .  Vetto re l l o 
P rofessor Beth H i rschfe lder Wilensky is a c l i n ical assistant professor in the Lega l Practice Program. She earned her BA, magna cum laude, from the Un iversity of Pennsylvania, 
where she was a Benjamin Frankl in Scholar. Wi lensky earned 
her JD,  cum laude, from Harvard Law School, and served as 
articles editor of the Harvard Journal on Legislation. While 
in law schoo l, she worked as a teaching fel l ow at Harvard 
Col lege, and was among the top 1 5  percent of teaching fel lows 
recognized with the Harvard University Certificate of D istinction 
in Teaching. Prior to joining the Michigan Law facu lty, she 
practiced law for five years in the litigation section at Akin 
Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP in Washington, D.C. 
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P
rofessor Ph i l l i p  Adams, '72, jo ined the Michigan Law 
faculty as a professor from practice in 201 2, after 
having taught as an adjunct faculty member for s ix 
years. He teaches courses in the area of income taxation of 
bus iness enterprises, with a focus on taxation of corporations 
and tax aspects of complex corporate transactions. Adams 
practiced federal income tax law in  the New York City and 
Washington, D.C . ,  offices of Skadden, Arps, S late, Meagher 
& Flom, LLP as an associate ( 1 972 to 1 979) and as a partner 
( 1 980 to 1 995 and 1 999 to 201 1 ), and is currently of counsel 
to Skadden. From 1 996 unti l 1 999, Adams was general tax 
counsel of CBS Corporation and its predecessor, Westinghouse 
Electric Corporation. In h is practice at Skadden, Adams advised 
law firm cl ients, including IBM, News Corporati on. General 
Motors, Pfizer, U.S. Steel ,  and many others. in connection with 
tax aspects of structuring and executing mergers, acquisitions, 
spinoffs, financings, and other complex corporate transactions. 
Adams received his BA from Louisiana State University in 
1 969, his JO from the University of Michigan in 1 972,  and 
his LLM from New York University in 1 979. 
J .  Ph i l l i p Ada ms 
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P rofessor Barry A. Adelman, '69, i s  a senior partner at Friedman Kaplan Sei ler & Ade lman LLP in New York. He represents and counsels domestic and international 
c l i ents in a broad range of activities, including mergers and 
acqu is itions, issuances of equity and debt securities (both 
publ ic and private pl acements). formation and structuring of 
domestic and international corporations. partnerships, l imited 
l iabi l ity companies and joint ventures, project fi nancings, 
secured loan transactions, and agreements for the acquisition, 
construction, and maintenance of communications systems. 
He has represented various c l ients in the formation of joint 
ventures for telecommunications transactions (and the 
subsequent acqui sitions and dispositions of telecommunications 
systems) in  Eastern and Western Europe, Asia, Africa, Iceland, 
South America, and the Caribbean. He also represents and 
advises individual s  and fami l ies in  connection with busi ness 
and financial transactions, as wel l  as personal matters. 
Adelman graduated from the University of Pennsylvan ia in 
1 966 and received his JD from the University of Michigan 
in  1 969. 
Ba rry A .  Ad e l ma n  
P rofessor Timothy L. Dickinson, '79. teaches Transnational Law. Internati onal Commercial Transactions. Anti­Corruption Law and Practice, and Transactional Draft ing. 
He is a lso a founding facu lty member of the I nternati onal 
Transactions Clinic ( ITC) and supervises ITC c l in ic ians i n  
compliance work with c l in ic  cl ientele. A partner i n  the 
Washington. D.C., office of Paul Hastings LLP. his practice 
focuses on a l l  aspects of the Fore ign Corrupt Practices Act 
(FCPA) and international anti-corruption law, pol itica l risk 
insurance matters, U.S. export laws, economic sanctions, 
and ITAR regulations (i ncluding enforcement actions). 
D ickinson works closely with a wide range of industries 
on anti-corruption matters. i ncluding estab l ishment and 
implementation of compliance programs, due d i l igence for 
third parties and acquis itions. and specia l  investigations 
a nd defense before regu lators in the United States and 
abroad. He has been appointed as an independent mon itor on 
a number of occasions. and has represented companies under 
mon itorship. He has worked on major infrastructure projects 
in the Middle East and Asia and has represented foreign 
governments in matters involving publ ic international 
law, i nc lud ing treaty rights, expropriation, and sovereign 
immunity. D ickinson graduated from Michigan Law in  1 979 
after completing his BA in 1 975. He a l so studied at The 
Hague Academy of International Law i n  the Netherlands 
and L'Universite d'Aix-Marsei l le in France, and spent a brief 
period as an extern in the Office of the Legal Adviser of the 
U.S. Department of State. Fol lowing law school, he earned 
his LLM as a Jervey fel low at Columbia University, after 
� ,l;,egal 
. ·on; 
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Sa u l  A. G reen  
P rofessor Saul A. Green, '72. is of counsel in the Litigation and Tr ia l  Group of M i l ler Canfie ld .  He rejo i ned the law firm in  201 2  after serving as deputy mayor of the City of 
Detroit from 2008 to 201 1 .  Prior to h is appointment with the 
City of Detroit, in which he oversaw the pol ice. fire. law. and 
homeland security departments. he was sen ior counsel and a 
member of Mi l ler Canfie ld's Criminal Defense Group and Litigation 
and D ispute Resol ution Group, with a specialty in  a lternative 
di spute resolution. white-col l ar crime, and high-profi le  l i t igation. 
Green was appointed U .S .  attorney for the Eastern D istrict of 
Michigan by President Wi l l iam J. C l inton, and served in that 
capacity from May 1 994 to May 2001 . During his many years 
of publ ic service. he has held the positions of Wayne County 
corporation counsel; chief counsel, U .S .  Department of Housing 
and Urban Development. Detroit Field Office; and assistant 
U.S. attorney. He completed service as the independent monitor 
overseeing implementation of police reforms in C inci nnati, 
Ohio. In 2009, he received the Dennis W. Archer Publ ic Service 
Award, recognizing outstanding publ ic service to the metropol itan 
Detro it region. from the Detroit Metropol itan Bar Association. 
Green received his law degree in  1 972 from Michigan Law 
and a BA in  pre- legal studies in  1 969 from the University 
of M ichigan. 
P
rofessor Al ison E. Hirsche! is the d i rector of the Michigan 
Elder Justice In itiative and the elder law attorney at the 
Michigan Poverty Law Program, a statewide back-up 
center for  lega l  services programs. Her  practice focuses on 
hea lthcare, publ ic benefits, and individual rights. At Michigan 
Law, she is a Publ ic Interest/Publ ic Service Fel low. I n  addition. 
she is a counsel to the State Long Term Care Ombudsman 
Program and directs two local long-term care ombudsman 
programs covering six counties. She is al so establ ish ing the 
Ombudsman Program for an Affordable Care Act demonstration 
project for ind ividuals e l ig ib le for both Medicaid and Medicare. 
H i rsche! is co-chai r  of the Lansing Lawyers Committee for 
the ACLU and serves on the National Elder Justice Roadmap 
Steering Committee. She recently completed her service on the 
Leadership Board of Michigan Consumers for Healthcare. She 
is a past president of The Consumer Voice (formerly NCCNHR, 
the National Coalition of Citizens for Nursing Home Reform) in 
Washington, D.C. , and a former commiss ioner of the American 
Bar Association Commission on Law and Ag ing. She is a lso co­
editor and one of the authors of Advising the Older Client and 
Clients with Disabilities ( !CLE, 2009). In 2008 and 2009, Hirsche! 
provided testimony to congress ional committees and in 2005, 
she served as a delegate to the White House Conference on 
Aging. I n  2003, she received the National Aging and Law 
Award. She served as a Ya le  Law School Arthur Liman 
Fel low in  1 997-1 998. Prior to joining the M ichigan Law 
faculty as a lecturer in 1 998, she worked at Community 
Lega l  Services in Philadelphia as a staff attorney, as co.­
d i rector of the E lderly Law Project, and final ly as director 
of planning From 1 991  � gJJ b: elder 
laW a( � 
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R o be rt H i rs h o n  
P rofessor Robert H i rshon, '73, the Frank G. Mi l l ard Professor from Practice and spec ial  counsel on developments in the legal profess ion, is  an international ly known lawyer, 
writer, and speaker. He is al so a visiting professor at Haim Striks 
Law School in  Israel  and Peking University of Transnational 
Law i n  China. H i rshon practiced law for 30 years in Portland, 
Maine, and is counsel to the northeast regional law firm Verri l l  
Dana LLP. He served as president o f  t h e  M a i n e  State Bar 
Association, the Maine Bar Foundation,  and the American Bar 
Association (ABA). As president of the ABA. Hirshon was the 
spokesperson for the world's largest professional association 
and determined how and when the association should speak 
on important national and internationa l issues such as the 
profession's response to the 9/1 1 tragedy and various corporate 
scandals. Under his leadership the ABA focused on the issues 
surrounding law student debt and the professional ramifications 
of i ncreasing b i l lable hour requirements. During his three 
years as an officer of the ABA. he traveled to 1 7  countries, 
meeting with judges. members of the Bar, and political 
and corporate leaders. H i rshon served as the CEO 
of Tonkon Torp LLP. an  Oregon law firm of 75 
lawyers. At Tonkon, he faci l itated the adoption 
and implementation of the firm's strategic 
plan. created a speaker's bureau focusing 
on professional ism. and helped to design 
and implement a system of partner peer 
review. Under his leadership ,  Tonkon Torp 
launched an ambitious d iversity program 
1'lld emb JfQ bono poJ iey based 
P rofessor Martha S. Jones is a member of the Law Schoo l 's Affi l iated LSA Faculty and associate professor of history and associate cha i r  of U-M's Department of Afroamerican 
and African Studies. She is codi rector of the Michigan Law 
Program in Race, Law & History She holds a PhD in h istory from 
Columbia Un iversity and a JD from the CUNY School of Law. 
Prior to jo in ing the Michigan faculty, she was a publ ic interest 
l itigator for the HIV Law Project and MFY Legal Services, where 
her work focused on the rights of people with disab i l it ies.  In 
1 994, she was a Charles H. Revson Fel low on the Future of the 
City of New York at Columbia Un iversity in  recognition of her 
lawyering work. Her  scholarly interests inc lude the histories 
of race, citizenshi p, and slavery. Jones is co-editor of Toward 
an Intellectual History of Black Women (University of North 
Caro l ina Press, 201 5) and author of All Bound Up Together: 
The Woman Question in African American Public Culture, 
1 830-1 900 (University of North Carol ina Press, 2007). Her 
current project is the book Birthright Citizens: A History of 
Race and Rights in Antebellum America. Jones has received 
broad support and recognition for her work. At times, that 
recognition has come in the form of research grants and 
writing fel lowships. In  201 3-20 1 4, her work was supported 
by the American Council of Learned Societies and the Nati onal 
Humanities Center, where she was the Wi l l iam C. and Ida 
Friday Fel low. She also has held fe l lowships from the Col umbia 
University Center for the Critica l Analysis of Social Difference, 
Un iversity of Pennsylvania Law Schoo l ,  National Constitution 
Center, Organization of American Historians. l ibrary Company 
of Phi ladelphia, and 6i f 
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P rofessor Jud ith E. Levy, ' 96. is a federal judge on the U S. District Court for the Eastern Di strict of Michigan She was nominated for the position by President Barack 
Obama on July 25. 2013 .  and the U.S. Senate confirmed her 
nomination on March 1 2, 201 4. She previously had served as 
an assistant U.S attorney in the Eastern District of Mich igan 
since 2000, and was the Civi l Rights Unit Ch ief for the past 
three years Prior to that role. she was a trial attorney with 
the U .S .  Equal Employment Opportun ity Commission in 
Detroit before assuming a ro le with the U .S .  Department 
of Justice. Levy special ized in la rge civi l rights cases, 
including fa ir housing, fa i r  lending, pol ice misconduct, 
juveni le justice, and disab i l ity law. At Michigan Law. she 
team-teaches seminars on po l icing and fair housing. Levy 
received her BS from the University of Michigan and her 
JO  from Michigan Law. Prior to her c lerksh ip  with U.S. 
D istrict Judge Bernard A. Friedman i n  Detroit, she was 
an e lected union offic ia l  and ch ief negotiator for the service 
and maintenance employees at the University of M ichigan 
for eight years. 
P
rofessor Alyssa R. Martina teaches entrepreneuria l ly 
focused c lasses at Michigan Law. She is the founder 
of Memloom. a social network website and appl ication 
that is  focused on sharing media safely in a robust media 
context. She created Metro Parent Magazine in 1 986 after 
serving for five years as legal counsel for Wayne County Circu it 
Court, one of the nation's largest state judic ia l  c ircu its. Several 
years later. Martina added Windsor Parent Magazine and Ann 
Arbor Parent Magazine (now the Metro Parent Washtenaw 
Edition). although the former publ ication was sold to a Canadian 
publ ishing company in 200 1 .  In  1 999. Martina launched another 
company and began publ ishing African American Family 
Magazine. which was subsequently recast as a l ifestyle 
magazine and renamed B. L.A. C. (Black Life Arts and Culture). 
Martina is an adjunct professor at Fordham University in  
New York City, where she teaches a course on innovation 
and entrepreneurship. She guest lectures on entrepreneurship. 
media. and business management. strategic innovation and 
negotiation. as  we l l  as corporate socia l  relevance at various 
un iversities and colleges, symposia, and conferences. She 
has received many awards, accolades, and honors for her 
contribution to parenting, journal ism. and entrepreneurship.  
Martina has mentored many women who wish to start 
a company of their own, as wel l  as mentored students 
at various u n iversities in the region. Martina received 
her MBA with h ighest d istinction from the University 
of Michigan's Ross School of Business and her JD 
from Wayne State University. Her undergraduate 
degree is  a l so from the University of Michigan. 
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Leonard M. Ni ehoff. '84, is a professor from practice. His interests inc lude civil procedure. constitutional law. ethics, evidence, First Amendment, higher education 
law. media law, and the intersections between legal theory 
and theology. He is the author or coauthor of more than 1 00 
publ ications on a wide range of issues in these fields. N iehoff 
has practiced law for more than 30 years and is currently of 
counsel to Honigman Mi l ler Schwartz and Cohn LLP. Numerous 
publ ications and organizations have recognized him as a 
d istinguished l it igator. appe l late advocate, and media. First 
Amendment, and higher education lawyer. He previously taught 
at Wayne State University Law School and the University of 
Detroit Mercy School of Law. He received his BA and JD from 
the Un iversity of Michigan and a l so studied at the Ecumen ical 
Theological Seminary. 
Leona rd M .  N i e h off 
P rofessor Michael J. Steinberg has served as the legal d i rector of the American Civi l  Liberties Union of Mi chigan s ince 1 997.  He oversees a l l  ACLU l itigation throughout 
the state. He has l itigated dozens of high- impact. h i gh-profile 
cases on a wide range of civil l i berties issues inc lud ing :  
freedom of speech and expression. racial  justice. LGBT 
rights, post 9/1 1 issues. pol ice misconduct, women's rights, 
reproductive freedom, voting rights, re l ig ious freedom. right 
to counsel .  prisoner rights. and the rights of the poor. Five 
cases on which he worked have reached the U.S.  Supreme 
Court. Steinberg is  the founding d i rector of the Civil R ights 
and Civil Li berties C l i n ic at Wayne State University Law 
Schoo l ,  where he a lso has served as an adjunct publ ic  
i nterest professor. He often speaks on c iv i l  l iberties issues 
at u niversities and conferences across the country and is  
frequently i nterviewed by local  a nd national media. He is 
the rec ip ient of n umerous awards and honors. inc lud ing 
Harvard Law Schoo l 's Wasserstein Publ ic  I nterest Fel l owship 
and Wayne State Un iversity Law Schoo l 's Treasure of Detroit 
Award. Steinberg earned a BA with honors from Wesl eyan 
U niversity in 1 983 and graduated cum laude and Order of the 
Coif from Wayne State Law School in 1 989. Fol lowing law 
school. he c lerked for the Hon. Mari lyn Kelly on the Michigan 
Court of Appea ls. Before joining the ACLU staff, he worked 
in private practice for seven years. specia l izing in  civil 
r ights l itigation and civi l and criminal appeals. Steinberg 
is  a former h igh  school teacher and coach, community 
organizer, and president of the Ann Arbor Chapter of the 
National Lawvers Gui ld .  He is also a founding board 
Aetiott..Mjj: 
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D avid M. Uhlmann is the Jeffrey F. Liss Professor from Practice, the d i rector of the Environmental Law a nd Pol icy Program, and a Distingu i shed Faculty Fel low in 
Susta inabi l ity. His research and advocacy interests inc lude 
crimina l  and civi l  enforcement of envi ronmental laws, worker 
endangerment, and efforts to address gl obal c l imate change. 
His article, "Prosecutorial Discretion and Environmenta l Crime," 
received honorable mention as the top environmental law 
article of 201 4. S ince jo in ing Michigan Law in 2007. Uhlmann 
has publ ished i n  the Michigan Law Review. the Harvard 
Environmental Law Review. the Stanford Environmental Law 
Journal. the Maryland Law Review. the Utah Law Review. 
the Michigan Journal of Environmental and Administrative 
Law, the Environmental Law Forum, The New York Times. 
and the American Constitution Society's Issue Briefs series. 
Uhlmann leads the efforts of more than 1 20 Michigan  Law 
students participating in the Environmental Crimes Project. 
the first comprehensive empirical study of crimina l  enforcement 
under U .S .  pol lution laws. Uhlmann has testified before 
Congress. appeared on CNN, "Frontl ine." NPR. and 
other national news programs. and l ectured widely 
about environmental crime and sustai nabi l ity issues. 
Prior to joining the Michigan facu lty, Uhlmann served 
for 1 7  years at the U.S .  Department of J ustice, the 
last seven as chief of the Environmenta l  Crimes 
Section, where he was the top environmenta l 
Dav i d M .  U h l ma n n  
P rofessor Mark Van Putten, '82, has 30 years of experience in environmental pol icymaking and nonprofit organ izationa l leadership at the internationa l ,  national , reg ional ,  and l ocal 
levels. He is founder and president of ConservationStrategy® 
LLC, an environmental strategy and organizational deve lopment 
consulting firm. Prior to founding ConservationStrategy in 2003, 
Van Putten spent more than 20 years on the staff of the National 
Wild l ife Federation (NWF), America's largest membership-based 
environmental group, i nc luding nearly eight years as president 
and CEO. Earli er, he founded and led NWF's Great Lakes 
regiona l  office and Michigan Law's Environmental Law Cl in ic .  
Van Putten graduated magna cum laude from Mich igan Law, 
and has taught courses and seminars on environmental law and 
pol icy at the Law School and U-M's School of Natural Resources 
and Environment, where he currently serves as a member of 
the visit ing committee. In 2008, Van Putten served on President 
Barack Obama's Department of I nterior transition team. He 
also has served as a visiting scho lar  with the Energy and 
Cl imate Program at the Carnegie Endowment for  I nternational 
Peace in  Washington, D.C. On the 30th anniversary of the 
Clean Water Act. Van Putten was named one of 30 
American "Clean Water Heroes." 
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Facu lty by I nterest Area 
Business, Securities, Tax, 
and Transactional Law 
J Phi l l i p  Adams . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 43 
Barry A. Adelman . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 44 
Al ic ia Alvarez . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  98 
Reuven S. Avi-Yonah . . .  .. . . .  44 
Michael S. Barr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 47 
Laura N. Beny . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  48 
Michael L. B loom . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 00 
Daniel Crane . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  52 
Al ic ia J Davis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  55 
Timothy L. D ick inson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 45 
David B. Guenther . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 08 
James R. Hi nes Jr. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  66 
N icholas C Howson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  67 
Douglas A. Kahn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 68 
Vikramaditya S. Khanna . . . . . . . . . . . . .  70 
Hwa-J in Kim . . . . . .  . .  . . . . . . . . . .  1 29 
Kyle D. Logue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 73 
Ju l ian Davis Mortenson . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  78 
Bryce C. P i lz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 1 2  
John A.E. Pottow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  80 
JJ. Prescott . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  81 
Adam C. Pritchard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  84 
Veronica A. Santarosa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  88 
Dana A. Thompson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 22 
Constitutional and Public Law 
Kate Andrias . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  43 
Susanne Baer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 25 
Samuel Bagenstos . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45 
N icholas Bagley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  46 
Evan H. Cam inker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .49 
Edward H. Cooper . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51 
Steven P. Croley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  53 
Kristina Daugirdas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  54 
Richard D. Friedman . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  58 
Samuel R. G ross . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 
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